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September 17th, 1925Memorandum
Sir Arthur Currie, A. S. EveFromTo

Dear Sir Arthur,
I enclose a brief note about the summer work in

the Physics Building which has been sent to the Montreal
Star and to the McGill News.

i
Yours very sincerely,
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continued hie work on the ageing 
eston Cells, a niece of work

lore than twenty years.
S. Bieler is working on the Hall effect in the alkali 

Mr. 3.

Professor H. E. EeiUey her 
nd temperature ooeffioleate of 

which has been continually in operation for 
Dr. E. I
étais. Wats n has an appointment as physicist during 

the Banner at the Biological Station at St. Andrew’s, 
ferrous has communicated to the franklin Institute a paper on 
the method of photo graphlag the fiacrecoent screens oatside otthode 
o.solllographs. 'he Professor oi Applied Mechanics, Ifr.
has collaborated with Dr» D. A. Keys on the application o the 
piezo-electric method to the pressures on the blades of turbines.

suits*by a novel method.of the
dielectric constants of liquids npft the effect of temperature

Mr. H. 3 Haohey is developing a new method, due to
j£ the effects duo to radiation and

Mr. 3* • * • «

Brown,3.

un ; n them.
Dr. Shaw, of the separation 
o nveotion under normal conditions in the atmosphere.

the |
Ionizat

in a Partially Pilled Hydrogen Pub 
in Wireless Propagation’’ in

étions may be no od 
. D. A. ICeys on whe

.e Hi-.mo ng recent 
Society of Canada 
Electric Current

p
to

", a report
the Journal of

Eve, a letter to "Hatur®" by
. 3. Bieler on the '3aid Sreotra of Lead1", in which he proves 
that the bonds are due to a molecule of lead and hydrogen 

to a molecule cous oms of lead. Dr. Poster
<c measurement of

hi b sent a commanicetion to "Suture*" on some of his 
Miss Douglas has communicated quite recently to 

"Atlantic Monthly' and to "Discovery" pa rs on the most
These articles are expressed in 

the conclusions of very abstruse 
Miss Douglas has been working In the 

er vacation.

"Recent Advance 
the franklin Institute by Dr.
on

Dr.

and not
whas just set up 
St rk e 
reoent re and 
the
recent advances in .strop’ rslcs. 
very clear language and yet give- 
re; spa iny in Astrophysics.

Observe torr during the su.

•?#« a

er

session there will be twelve Graduate Students 
k In the Macdonald PhysicsBuildingt six of these

x for their If. Sc. ?his is the 
s tka the Department has had, 
st Hit herford.

In the coming 
doing research wor 
are working for their .D. and 

f research stud 
f days of Sir E

lumber 
even in the ps
largest

in the fire of last Decem
ber is approaching completion and most recent apparatus made by 
Hilgor of London is now ; va lable for preoisio 
order.

The replacement of apparatus lost

work of a high

It will se Boa-, that the prospect's of the Depart .e .f are goo^d 
considerable work has been carried out during the vao- 
fhis statement Is added beoau.ee there seems to pe an

soon bp the undergraduates leave the Jn ver-
the

end that 
atloti.

*1/ of work, which is fc being
i
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McGill university
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February 9th, 192G.

Sir Tobort Falconer,?:. C g . , 
President, University of 'Toronto 
Toronto, Ont. *

My dear Sir Robert

j.n a recent i6sue of * Va e î ♦- tr t appears a rather lone report of an add^ss wMeh
stode°“‘"rS nI?A°Uïered t0 Of Tar.fty

IVîiïrZiïV/.TT*1
Hnen“ .1^.rSoSSSi;^0" Sith" «»“
Makes ou note Si lberstoin
>tSv not fhta" i0I1S °n ChicaC0 as well as McGill.
'thL al I reasM for tbat attack lie In 
Physic- T)n-n-°t Qn?aced in /a quarrel with the 
has not °f Ghica^° ^causo the press
by that Lre fhlM crctit for a one results obtained 

.„ ‘ Department, and in the case of McGill
the^r/6 îid *0t aCceDt him when he applied for 
It would^ef Mathematics on the death of Dr. Harkness.
Toronto ■ nd -• lf the f;00d relations between
dp; *; . a M0&iil were intorrupted in the slightest 
o.f.0G ^ecause ^arsity provides a median for 
uilboro tela’s spiteful remarks.

the fact

„ , . 0 seem to have so mo difficulty
p urrninS at suitable dates for the Universities* 

n^erence. The last week in May As not very con- 
vement for McGill mon as our Convocation comos on 
-lay 29th. I have a wire from Ling this morning 
asKing me if the first week in June would be better.

■
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L -rMr Robert Falconer

,.r
in it cones the King’s birthday and probably 

Convocation I have wired to him that it is
but as 
your
better to keep to May.

âtil

I

■

I am vory much interested in 
Ferguson’a proposal to have the first two years in 
Arts given at the High Schools. The reasons^ 
therefor ? Ill probably bo mentioned in our discussion 
at the Conference, where I promised to read a pa «r 
on wastage.

.r*....
I am,Vith all good wishes,

tÊS Yours faithfully,m
m. z
■
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Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal of McGill University, 
Montreal.

Dear oir Arthur,

During more_ than twenty years the Departments 
o I ii enema c i o 8 and o i ¥hysics iav6 worked t og'e 
?■ ;nos^ cordial and harmonious manner, and, in consequence, 
have jo inti; developed v.n Honour School in Mathematics 
and Physics which is a great credit to McGill and the 
envy of many other Universities, 
thaï v e may carelessly cast aw a. a pearl of grer 
price . loronto university has recently passed through
a . oomewuat si milar transition, but we should not do so 
ex tuou i. careful thought, and, in any case, the present
dri- 13 being conducted in a fasaion which is to be
deplored.

her in

Recent action shows
t

-*-ne change, which ma, re suit in what might be 
termed a dissolution of partnership, ./as brought before 
v-’*e f ac’l“ “•/, oi -*rts under a notice in the agenda which 
gave no indication of the actual scheme. Dr. King’s 
protest was cimely and just, although it received crit
icism from the chair.

Ho member of the Physics staff, either public
ly or privately, received intimation of the change, which 
was sufficiently important to demand some consultation 
oetween the mathematicians and the physicists. 
point is thisi taking human nature as it is, the majority 
t01 students are not likely to take an Honour Course in 
Mathematics AID Physics when they can obtain honours in 
Mathematics alone. Hence we may be compelled, in self- 
defence, to start an Honour Course in Physics alone; so 
that students may have three choices, (i) Honours in 
..atuematics, (ii) Honours in Physics, (iii) Honours in 
Mathematics and Physics.

The

2 p.
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It is not desired to take hasty action in this 
respect and I do strongly advocate that we should re
tain the cordial relations of the past combined wii 
reasonable courtesy between Department and Department 
when their interests are involved.
indications that this is being abandoned and I cannot 
conceive a more deadly retrograde step.

There are other

Yours very sincerely,
n

Director department of Physics.I

||i§ '
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY

FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Office of the Dean Deer. 20th.1924.Montreal.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.LLG. , K.C.3., II.D. ,
Principal,

McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur,

Referring again to the proposed Committee 

to correlate the wonc of the Mathematical and other Departments,

Di. Murray has suggested to me that it would he desirable to 

have the electrical Engineering Department represented, inasmuch 

as the work of that Department has particular points of contact 

with Mathematics,Physics and Chemistry.

-liis seems to me a good idea, and I would,therefore, 

suggest that Dr. zierdt or Professor Christie he added to the 

Committee,in addition to Professor Brown whom I suggested in 

previous note.
ray

Yours faithfully,

Dean.

,

L

:

1 ‘ft

_________________________ :_________________________________
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McQIUu UNIVERSITY
Montreal

Faculty of1 Applied Science

D. A. Murray, ph.d.
PnOlfKHSOR OB' A. VI’LIKIA MaTHEUATICH

Dec. 20th. 1924.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B 
Principal,

LL.D• » * t

McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur,

In reply to your note of December
m 17th. on the Consultative Committee to be establishedmits

for liaison purposes between certain departments of the 

I beg to submit the names of Dr. Sullivan 

and myself as representatives of the Department of Hathe-

University,

matics on the Committee.
m Yours sincerely,

JÜ. <2 . iy,

Chairman Dept, of Mathematics.

m
m
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McGill university
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRYR. F. RUTTAN, Director

19th December, 1924.MONTREAL,

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,

f mMcGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur :-
m

1 am very glad that you have 

seen fit to create a liaison between the ab

stract and applied sciences through a commit

tee representing four departments.

I have much pleasure in recom

mending Dr. Otto Maass, Professor of physical 

Chemistry, to represent the department of

ûr. Maass is an excellent mathe-

m

Chemistry, 

matician and physicist.

Sincerely yours,

/• M>
RFR/JH Director of Chemistry.

SBSbE

m

.1

m

usa
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Deer.19th.1924.Montreal,Office of the dean

Sir Arthur Gurrie, G. G .11. G. , K. G .B. , LL. D. , 
Principal,

McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur,

Referring to your letter of Deer. 17th., may 1 say 

suggestion regarding the proposed Committee to neep in 

work in Mathematics and certain other Departments

of subjects under the name of Mechanics should

The group in

that ray

touch the

was that the group

he represented,and not Mechanical engineering.

includes Strength of Materials and Hydraulics, as wellquestion

as Mechanics itself, and is basic to all the engineering courses.

If this is right I would suggest Professor Brown as 

the representative on the Committee. He has already done much to 

instruction in Mechanics and Mathematics closerbring the
together and is heartily in sympathy with the closest co-operation

in this respect.

Yours faithfully,

(
«

mmm



Letter also sent to:
Dr. II. M. Llackay,
Dr. L've ,
Dr. P.uttan
Lean _I.ra Lia ok ay ( for info mat i or. only)

|
/V

December 17th, 1924. .

Ï

Dr. D. A. Hurray, 
Department of Mathematics. 
-lcGill University.

Dear Dr. Murray

Folloving suggestions made by the
m!ttee o? firP T1 1 pr0p°SG t0 ^tablish a com
mittee of five, aside up as follows:

7 sentatives from Dept, of Mathematics
1 representative from Dept, of Physics 
1 representative from Dept, of Mechanical
i Engineering1 representative from Dept, of Chemistry.

:

of ?iiy*îïd«îînal a0ti0n ^ ^at body. Che functions 
nltte,e wiI1 be consultative but not 

\l0T w111 lt hAVe &ny legal power.thp a ?aî ir thls wayth® necessary liaison between 
the departments concerned will be strengthened.

«
It is

"HI you please give me the names 
of the Department of Mathematics.

Yours faithfully.

of the representatives

Principal.

mW^ê-W:à
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MoGILL university
MONTREAL

The Macdokai.d Physics Büii.dinq

March
Tenth
1924.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G.
Principal,
McGill University.

, K.C.B.,

hear Sir Arthur,-

Mathematics and Physics 
related and the Welfare 
School and Graduate School 
bound up with the honour

are so closely 
of the Honours

in Physics is so
teaching in Mathe

matics, that I write to beg for the privi-
on the Mathematical Board.lege of a seat 

Changes in the curriculum which might
or Second Year may have

appear
trivial in the First
far reaching effects 
of the Honour School in Physics.

on the whole stability

Please be 
wishes in this matter.

so good as to let me know your

Yours very sincerely,o
t

Direetor of Physics.
<V

ho0

iA%h

-• -V ~

is
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY
Montreal

Faculty of Applied Science

D. A. Murray, ph. d.
Phofessor of Applied Mathematics

March 12th. 1924.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G 
Principal,

K.C.B 1L.D• » • » • »

McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur,

Thanks very much for giving me an opportunity to 

comment on Professor Eve's note of March 10th.

I hardly need say that I and all the other members of 

the mathematical staff realize that there is necessarily 

close relation between Mathematics and Physics, especially in 

certain inter-relating branches of these subjects, 

that it will be to the great advantage of both departments and to

a very

We also realize

the honour of the University for the Department of Mathematics and 

the Department of Physics to work together in co-operation and in 

the greatest possible harmony,

I can say for all the members of the mathematical staff 

that we shall be careful to consult Dr. Eve and be advised by him 

on all matters affecting his department for which provision 

possibly be made in, or by, our department.

As for the Mathematical Board it does not seem to have 

been continued or provided for in the new regulations of the 

University.

can

If the renewal, or creation, of such a Board is in 

contemplation, its constitution, duties, and powers, will have to 

be determined after consideration by some committee, composed 

perhaps of the Deans of Arts and Applied Science, and of members of 

the departments which have close relations with mathematics, viz
• t

.
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MCGTUU UNIVERSITY
Montreal

Faculty of Applied Science

D. A- Murray, fh. d.
Professor of Aw'likd Mathematics

Sir Arthur Currie. 2.

Physios, Mechanics, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering and 

Mechanical Engineering. If a Mathematical Board is constituted, it 

seems to me that not merely one, hut several of the Departments 

related to mathematics should be represented on it.

While making these observations on the Mathematical 

Board, I may say that I am not convinced of the necessity for its 

existence. The Department of Mathematics is governed and regulated 

by the Faculties under which it works and by Corporation, 

that all the good that can be hoped to be attained by means of any 

Mathematical Board can be more directly attained, and attained under

■

I think

|g§

possibly happier conditions, through friendly, if Informal, inter

change of ideas between the members of the Department of Mathematics 

and the members of other Departments. It may also be observed that 

under the latter method of functioning the Department of Mathematics 

will be in precisely the same condition of dignity and independence 

is enjoyed by the other Departments of McGill University.

as

I remain,

Yours sincerely,

7Jt
cl ^—7__

y/yc^ -

" /S. Û'

c/f~
cZÎT y<r^Ao~

?•



I. That the following be enacted as one of the regulations of Corporation;

There shall be a committee to be known as the Consultative Mathematical

Committee, constituted as follows.—

Two representatives from the Department of Mathematics.
One representative from the Department of Chemistry.
One representative from the Faculty of AppMed 
the group of subjects under the name of Mechani 
One representative from the Department of Electrical shgineering.

)epartmeat of Hiysics.
In each case the representative shall be appointed by the Head of

Science, representing
cs.

the Department concerned, with the exception that in the case of a 

representative from the grouped subjects in the Faculty of Applied 

Science, the Dean of the Faculty of Applied Science shall name the

representative. This Committee is established in order to strengthen

the necessary liason between the departments concerned and to provide

a medium ^thereby matters in which all such departments are interested

may be discussed before presentation to a Faculty and final action by 

that body. The functions of that Committee shall be consultative

and in no way executive, nor shall it have any authority to legislate

regarding the subjects which may come within its purview.

The following have been nominated as members of the ConsultativeII.

Mathematical Committeei-

Department of Mathematics, Dr. D.A. Murray, Dr. Sullivan. 
Department of Chemistry, Dr. Otto Maass.
Department of rhysiôs, Dr. A.S. Eve,
Depratment of Electrical ^igineering, Dr. L»A* Herdt,
Faculty of Applied Science - Grouped Subjects, iTof. B.3. Brown.

m

X
'

m
V



X* That the fellewing bo enacted as one of the regulations of Corporation!

There shall be a coraaltteo to be a»**» as the Consultative aethematieal

Committee, constituted as follower-

$wo representatives ttm the teparifeen* of âbthaoaties 
One repre sensitive froK tho flepart-isat of diemistsy.
Qae representative from tho Faculty of Applied elenoe, representing 
tho croup of subjects mder the name of .'eetealos.
One representative from the Depart ?eat of SLeetriesl asgineering.
One representative fro. i the Department of chysics#

In each case the representative shall be appointed by the Head of

the >opurt*nont concerned, with the exception that la the case of a

và:

representative from tho grouped subjects la the Faculty of Applied 

donee» the Dean of the Faculty of Applied deuce shall name the 

representative. This OoraUtee is established in order to strengthen

and to provide 

all such department# are interesteda

may be discus sod before presentation to a ftwelty wA final action by

that body. The functions of that Ootvdtteo shall b© fully consultative 

and in no my executive, mr ahull it hare any authority to legislate 

regarding the subjects vhich may oeœo v/ithin its purview.

«

>T •; 'f

II. The following have been nominated as members of the Consultative 

^athenatlo&l aonaittee*-

Deportment of Mathonatios, Dr. D.; . array- Dr. Sullivan. 
Department of Che istry, Dr. ttfcte Hates.
Department of ihysics, Dr. .1.3, Svo,
Dvpratmeat of Electrical .Wineerlag, Dr# L.A. Herdt, 
i&oulty of Ipp iod Science - Cringed abject*, ,rof. «3»

ft*
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February 26th, 1924.
*• Jr

vA w
/ <7 fa
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This is>r a strange memorandum.
(1) It partakes of the 
in as muoh as it is signed by all 
Physics Department.

nature of a round robin 
the members of the

It apparently is meant to 
remarks of Silberstein, but its third 
proves that Silberstein 
said.

Justify the
paragraph

TT , , was not justified in what he
~e therefore lied about McGill, 

that since he knew he lied 
proves that the 
(See also letters

The fact
and has not apologized 

man is not only a liar but 
from Falconer and McLennan)

a bounder.

(3) The incident of Silberstein 
.ounaation of subsequent representations. It is a
»£ J„ ?at ,S"Ch rePre5entat,ions were basai on so 
objectionable a foundation.

is made the

(4) These
difference in 
and at McGill, 
dation at Toronto, 
last

representations deal with the 
accommodations and facilities at Toronto 

Much is made of the superior accommo-
yet it is stated in 

paragraph that "a good staff of
each well and do good research work will secure

e,uï™eSntUPLrl0r t0 thOS?. stained by buu'ne and 
Mo bctter’facmr aPlendid, apart from such a staff".
time than eTilt Î « eX1Sted at :^ill in Rutherford's 
and Î t0_da? and any criticism
";d a-uallty of research work done at McGill 
based on the lack of facilities, 
accommodation at Toronto but 
and while

the second
men who can both

of the amount
can not be 

There is superior 
there are more students

cannot h» n°re a°cornmodat ion is desirable here it 
cannot be given m preference to other more pressing
llnTZT,ntS the ,tol^=ny. The Phy.ic.^p^ïfat Lr5nlvr"suLthat “ 18 thS ”°St eXpenslve department

(5)
of gene nilHon?ur Courses: This introduces a question 

general university policy and it is a pity to link it
admit! V^t 3llderstein incident. The memorandum 
aamits tnat students leave McGill as well prepared as

MJl l

/)

tip£p.6t:Mti
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; anywhere else, so why adopt Toronto’s system. I 
cannot see the sense in advocating that a student 
he admitted to an honour course in his first year 
at McGill in Glassies when Greek is only begun at 
the University. Furthermore, the Mathematics 
Department have made special arrangements in order 
that students of exceptional ability may advance 
rapidly. I suggest that the policy put into effect 
by the present Mathematical Department be allowed 
to prove itsself worthy and that the constant nagging 
by the Physics Department should cease. It is strange 
but this nagging has only begun since the Physics 
Department has not had its way in the re-cons truetion 
of the Mathematics Department on the death of Dr. 
Harkness. It seems to me that the Physics Department 
should attend to its own knitting. The only objection 
advanced by any one at McGill to an honour course has 
come from the Physics Department who objected to the 
Mathematics Department setting up an honour course. 
Furthermore, there have been signs indicating a 
willingness on the part of certain members of the 
Physics Department to introduce discord into the 
Mathematics Department. This sort of thing must 
cease.

PS3

g!
:

Slattery’s course at Toronto: Apparently 
some members of the Physics Department attach great 
importance to these courses. Professor Gillson 
informs me that they are very rule of thumb and roly 
more on the student’s memory of a formula than a 
sound knowledge of the principles involved.
I believe, is a Physicist and not a Mathematician.

it
■

Slat te ry,

■

I
iitr

■
■

■

I■.
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REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE PRIIÎGIPA1 OP MCGILL 
UNIVERSITY BY THE DEPARTMENT OP PHYSICS..

February 23, 1925

On Tuesday, February 10, there appeared in the McGill 
Daily an extract from ’’The Varsity" entitled "Dr. Silherstein 
Compares Colleges". In speaking of McGill Dr. Silherstein is 
stated to have remarked as follows: "In considering the teach
ing staffs of McGill had admirable talent but that it was 
largely reserved for the higher years, and lectures to froshmen 
were rather inferior." 
the McGill Daily.

Those who know Dr. Silherstein and the conditions under 
which the interview was given will have no difficulty in forming 
a just valuation of the article. But the general public and 
a great many at McGill do not know Dr. Silherstein, nor the con
ditions under which the interview was given, 
remains that he intended originally to send his son to McGill 
and that he finally decided to send him to Toronto. 
it appears desirable to make a concise statement as to the 
situation.

These are the exact words printed in

Moreover the fact

Hence

ORDINARY OR PASS CLASSES

Je affirm without hesitation that the general instruc
tion given to ordinary students in the Faculty of 
Arts, Applied Science, Medicine, Dentistry and Com
merce, both in laboratory and lecture room, compare 
favourably with that given at Toronto or at any other 
University in North America. The general organization 
and efficiency of teaching are sound and good.

ACCOMMODATION

Nevertheless it must be pointed out that the work is 
carried out under great difficulty. At McGill we 
have one large lecture room; at Toronto they have 
three large_lecture rooms : so that there is more time 
there for the preparation of lectures and it is pos
sible to handle more than one large class at a time, 
which we cannot do at McGill. 
one elementary laboratory and at Toronto there are 
about five elementary laboratories: so that at McGill 
the apparatus has to be constantly changed to suit the 
various classes, while at Toronto the various subjects

! At McGill there isI

B

>J
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Report 2.23.25.
are assigned each a separate laboratory, one for Mechanics, 
another for Optics, a third for Heat and two for Electri
city and Magnetism.
is much larger than we have at McGill. 
have five mechanics to our three and, in addition, they 
£ave a glass blower, which indeed we need badly.

In spite of these draw-backs we can continue to make 
satisfactory arrangements provided there is no marked in
crease in the number of students.
noted that the large Physics Building at Toronto is not 
used by the Faculty of Applied Science who receive their 
instruction in Physics in another Building, 
much larger building at Toronto they handle much fewer 
students.

Moreover the research accommodation
For example they

It should further be

Hence in the

HONOUR COURSES.
Now we come to the crux of the whole affair of the Silber- 
stein interview and the reason why he sent his son to Toron- 

They have a system at Toronto vhich we advocate''for 
McGill. Students who pass their matriculation with honours - 
which must not be confused with our Senior Matriculation- 
have the privilege at Toronto of entering the Honour School 
in Mathematics and Physics in their first year, 
instead of their having to take six subjects as at McGill 
in the first year the students concentrate mainly on two 
subjects, namely Mathematics and Physics. Hence a good 
student at Toronto gets an additional year's instruction 
in Mathematics and Physics as compared with a student at 
McGill.
make up this difference by later instruction and the process 
involves high pressure in the third and fourth years. It 
will be understood that in the Faculty of Graduate Studies 
most of the time is spent in thesis and research work as it 
is assumed that the undergraduate training is completed.

We therefore recommend that serious consideration 
should be given to the adoption of a plan somewhat similar 
to that of Toronto viiereby the student could give about 
half his time in his first year to Mathematics and Physics, 
taking in addition one or two educational courses in Eng
lish, History or Languages.

Yet it may be added that by the end of the Fourth

to •

Hence,

Now it is only possible in exceptional cases to

LX H zt
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Report 23.2.25.
Year under the present regime our Honour Students are as 
ciDle ana as well trained as those who have completed their 

\ courses at most of the Universities on this continent.*
A comparison with Toronto is not altogether fair because 
the facilities and building there are superior to those of 
many of tne Lmversities of this continent, such as Harvard 
Moreover tne appointment of a good staff of men who can 
both teach well and do good research work will secure re
sults superior, uo those attained by building and eauinmert however splendid, apart from such a Staff. ' P »

WÈ

I
f-PPears to be a movement on foot at McGill 

m.opposition to Honour.Courses,whereas the pendulum is 
swinging tne otner way in the United States/ In the case 
of hatnematacs and Physics and the Glassies, and possibly some
a s’ ^ 1S lmP0SSible for the student to attain
a suificiently nigh standard to make his
unless he becomes an Honour Student 
sible opportunity, certainly his 
his first year.

mark in the world 
from the earliest pos-

second year, or preferably;
#
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lPreetOent’e ©ttice.

February 12 th, 1925
Principal Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.GI • »■

McGill University.

My dear Sir Arthur:

It was not until after Professor King called my attention

to it on Monday that I saw the report of the conversation which Dr. Silberstein 

had with a reporter of '’Varsity", and I greatly regretted to read it. 

you must be aware it would be extremely difficult to supervise what goes into 

the students* newspaper, and I suppose they have got the idea of modern

As

I have, however, seen thejournalism that anything startling is good news.

Editor and told him how much I regretted the occurrence, and this morning he

has inserted a paragraph which I hope will in some degree atone for the error 

I have also brought it to the attention of Dr. McLennan, thein judgment.

Dr. Silverstein has I believe been goinghead of the department of Physics, 

in and out of his laboratory for a while, though he has absolutely no connection 

I hardly need to assure you that these sentiments do not at all

111

with us.
m express the views of the University of Toronto, which has always had the■

11
There is no University with which wehighest regard and respect for McGill.

It is too bad tnat a stranger, though I believestand on more friendly terms.
King

that he and your Professor have been much together here, should cause any ill
A

I will write to Dr. Silberstein about it.feeling.

With regard to the Conference of Universities I am afraid

that the dates at the end of May will not suit us very well as a number of our

men will then be marking their papers. I myself cannot be present as I leave

the end of March for England. However, I will endeavour to secure one or two

to represent the University of Toronto.

i
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1 do not think Hr. Ferguson's proposal can be seriously entertained. 

The political difficulties in the way have hitherto prevented 

back of the first year in the schools, 

matriculation as entrance to the University and

even the putting 

For years I have wanted honour

to have the ordinary B.A.
degree given on three years' work, but the small High Schools and Continuation 

Schools would not accept the proposition,much less will they accept his 
proposal for the creation of schools with a two years’ course.

With kind regards, I am,

Yours sincerely,

President.

■I
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mntversits of Toronto
TORONTO, CANADA

■ 4
DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS;

«
Toronto, February 12,1925.>

LL.D. ,Sir Arthur W. Currie, K.C.B., 
Principal, McGill University 
Montreal, P.Q.

Dear Sir Arthur,

H
m

I have just learned from Sir Robert Falconer

Silbersteinthat you were perturbed over the interview with Dr.

I am extremely sorry that

Besides being wholly in bad taste,

that recently appeared in Varsity.

any such interview was given, 

it was quite inaccurate, Anyone who knows anything about the:

work in Physics knows how for years the Physical Laboratory at 

McGill held the leading place in this country.
I

Of course we
I

rather rapidly in the last fewhave progressed in Toronto - 

years, but that is no reason for anyone to make any odious

comparisons.

I am in a position to know the work that has 

staff in Physics and all I can say is that 

Silberstein seems to have found the

II
been done by your 

it has been very fine, 

atmosphere in Toronto inspiring but he has abused our hospitality.

that the fact is that the men about the place

H

|
I am sorry to sayE

I have always treated him kindlyare not sorry he is gone.!§SB
but he does not seem to know how to appreciate kindnes;. properly.

real and true hospitality atand he does not know how to assess

its proper value.
I

Please feel assured that nothing I have ever

basis for the interview 

It was done wholly on his own and

■
BSv said or done co^^ld possibly constitute a 

that Dr. Silberstein gave. I

quite unknown to me.
With kindest regards,

I am, yomrs sincere!;\-P

fgS:

■ - ■
U VùÇ-,
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*o bruary 13 th, 192C.

J. C. McLennan,Dr.
Department of Lhysics, 
University of Toronto, 
Toronto, Ont. 1

"J—'•

Dear Dr. llcLennan:-
I have your note of the 12th 

of February with reference to Silberstein*s inter- 
I know full well that for such a statement 

would receive from your Department neither 
inspiration nor encouragement.
view.
he

I have always been very proud 
and pleased that the relations between the Unlver- 
sity of Toronto and IlcGill were so cordial and it 
would take more than anything Silberstein might 
say to cause a ruption.

glad that I did not 
take him on the staff 

I am afraid ho too
I am very

listen to the suggestion to 
of McGill when Harkness died, suffers at times from an "exalted" mind and - do

with such.not care to increase my experience
1 am,With all good wishes.

Yours faithfully,/
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DECEMBER 15. 1925.

agenda.
m

1. Statement concerning Br. H. M.Tory*, urgent appeal to Physicists 
and engineers for co-operation.

2. Statement S?"
man of the 
Physics.Subsequent correspondence with Dr. J.Opinions about possibilities for the local Quebec committee.

C. McLennan,

3» Formation of local Quebec committee.Appointment of secretary for committee*
Additional names for membership.
Scheme for collection of problems.

(a) It is suggested that two or three members of the local 
committee shall be appointed to deal with each of the 
following subjects in connection with the desired re- 
porti-

4.

Pure Physics.Electrical Engineering, including Radio.
Mechanical Engineering -(A special request is made to obtain detailed 

report on problems in connection with the 
investigation of improved house construction, 
heating and ventilating in reference to our Canadian climate}*

Civil Engineering.
Mining Engineering.Metallurgical Engineering.Canadian Icè problems in Engineering and

Navigation.
Medicine and Surgery, including Radiology and 

Physiology*
Agriculture.
Forestry,

(b) Each of these members shall endeavour to obtain
assistance from their colleagues in the collection 
of information, and the data about problems should 
be collected as far as possible by means of personal 
discussion rather than merely by correspondence. 
Attention should be confined to the investigations 
which require the aid of physicists and engineers, 
and particularly to those cases in which it would, 
on national grounds, be appropriate to appeal for 
help to the Research Council rather than to Univer
sities or local organizations.

yoL
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(c) Tbio work should be done during Uie next week, 
and a brief report f urn .toned by each. It would 
be considered adequate if these reports contain
ed a list of the problems with a short statement 
in each case Indicating (1) the importance of the 
problem, (2) the nature of help required and (5) 
to what particular organisations or interests it 
will be of use.

It is suggested that this committee should meet again èn January 
5th to review the results of their work end to pass on a report 
to the min committee.
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Prof.Uni y .TororHi. B. IX. D.un te. ri o

D. Se.A. 1. Shaw, B.A. 
x.r.s.c.Quebec. Px of.

Mc-'ill UniV. Montreal,

s,
,

Frank Allen, H.A.Manitoba
. . .

Bean, faculty of
-or.,. Ata.

. Boy !• , jt$. Â. --'iA. P.Alberto and 
Sask&tchewan

director, <ti»tropltye± oï.1Observa tory, >

-T. «. PiesWti» B.A,
i>. »e. F. a.b-m «■> :|gi 'ïffg t'Vy

• - •e

fJP.OPJSSUCHAIRHAKDIVXSICK

i-Aiiân of each"Skie g roui» divisions decided upon with the Cht.i
r-re a a follows:-

Jfce this raic&lly, r
tee to■; it was- decided "by the Associate C;

consider the Physiol ats and Engineering Physicists as 
g rout) a representative of geos rephi cal divisions of Cannon, such 
group having as its Chairman one who for the tine being is & 
aenhei te Cessait'tee.

: ■rniGu

of the Asoc'cic!te Committee On PhysicsAt the usetin,s in C . on-May -31, i - » - ■
unanimously decided that the Cokiui ttes should prepare - 
Research Council, a list of problems in Physics and Unglneer- 
lag Physics, the Xnv on Of di the Committee considers
worth undertaking in C&nadi., special attention being given to 

oroble.is, the solution of which would have ah economicthose
la#- in Cuu

Dear 3

l Lime ...» Hi t. of. ofI Dalhousie University
Halifax, h. 3,

As chairman of your Bivi a ion Î should oe obliged If you 
would kindly uke rthe nebeasaiy steps to get into touch _ with 
all th its in your u, ana
fully as possible their views ae to the problems in Physics and Engineering Htysics that wo, à» on Associate Comfit*® mi Jit 
deliberate'* ui on with a view to reporting to the Botiontl Reaearoh 
Council, and to ensuring that all investigations that we may 
recommend that oody to support are represents Jve of the needs 
of either writ or et re.

FOB
SCI XC AH3 OH.

Ihe Physical labor; tory 
University of feront©.,

.. / , - 25.
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I sfiz hu Unoj. izc<i to say that such légitimate expenses 
-••'iciu in . /ill

We &re anxious to draw up a draft report for consideration 
at a meeting of the Divisional Chairman or of the members of 
the Ame ttèég about the middle of January next, and
shall be obliged if y ou will kindly give immediate attention to 

« • • « Patterson, M. A.,
c/ie Associate Committee on Physios and 3n^iaceriat Physics
..' ; ... "

deli ie. sne

iy,

) J. C. McLennan (SIGHED) J.Batt&raon

CHAI Ell SECRETARY

The Associate Committee on Fhyaice and Engineering 
Physics of the National Research Council Ox V<rlHe .dale
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pe ir this way to he 8 

the national Research 
be of considerable use

fionzalftt
Phva 
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s

notifiedand finance, but only t. 
in c 8kinr th e Res earch o -sm

t

e in mind
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think we should.

, Institutions 
uid full v

is not inv.sti 
zatiens hen the ei not

state that what weasked t

1;T

He tic
mo

-p
been 

■and Bn

nonic Vc 1 nt

enclosedyd■ .db You will see f 
désigna ted as Chairman 
Committee of Pb 
se-ifeh council of Canada;, 
invite you to submit a list of problems

dfobsbly be

om
Cnta.i 

in this

intrinc-is mer.lt or oi

Cht.mon Ontario I)i vi si on of

' p •S é 8

s of recormr.en-

posé to hold -a meeting of the Cha 
ohs of Canada or of the members of

We pr 
d i f f éren t I)i vi s

been a sked to draw up a. prclinira ry . iu_

"

.

discuss the situation - nd perhaps clarify our. Views

pjea.se do not dels 
as soon as poseibl .

ate
of each Divisi 

■ ort on all the repli
Has
he

can
ge rd ngthe-

in your problemssen

in your list ofWill you kindly oblige to

.

by sending 
them before December 25th

We are snxlous so to 
Associate Cornaitteé th; t we she 
overlooking problems cr classes of proo ems

Besides we ore anxious, too
in Fhysi.cs and Engineering Physics who poesess research canpal

.

ranize the of the
that w

to encoure.'e worker

e r

rated at once.

i ng Phy si cists.

.

Believe me,

Yours sincerely,

HONORARY' ADVISORY COUNCIL

FOR

SCIBiriFI-C AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH.

>in Ontnd Bngineerin,( P • to PhysicistsSent
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1* At present the Associate Committee may be able 
to furnish to an inquirer, expert opinions which 
might otherwise be unavailable.

2. Some member of the Associate Committee may be 
willing immediately to turn a competent young 
graduate student on to a new problem which merits 
attention.

3, If the Associate Committee receives a sufficient 
number of weighty requests about any one line of 
work, they v.ill be in a position to make a stron0" 
recommendation to the Research Council for a 
special or extra grant to deal with the problem 
m question, (and ineidently will provide the Re
act rch Council with a means of indicating clearly 
to people at large how it is functioning in the 
interests of Canadian industxy).

4, If an engineer asks for more definite assurance 
that something will be done for him if he takes 
the trouble to prepare a statement about his

?an be asked u**at the olution „ difiiculties ig worth to him, and can then be 
assured that if he cares to pay for services ren- dered, the Associate Committee will ISSSdiately
ninJ.1a competent group of workers to take up his problems.

own
of his

________________________________________________________________________
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March 25, 1926*

3.T7. Hollingaa, Jisq,,
Victor i-Bsy Corpor t'lon of Canada, 
523, Medioal Arts Building, Ziontreal,

Dear Mr, Ilollingteat-

^a5r I on behalf of the University express 
voi^. i.^oaro fcnaaics for the Snoolc Machine which your Corporation 
30 cood as to present to cur Department of Physics.

,, _ , _ xt is such oo-oporation as t is that makes
varsity progress possible, and I assure you that we a reciato 

vorp .dghly -oho generosity which has prompted you to ma':e tills handsome 
contribution towards rosearch at McGill,

our

Yours faithfully,

Principal,

"

;

.

____________________ _
a,-

______________________________________________
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3. ;;. ziolllngma, ,
Viator Z-Sey Corporation of Canada, 
525 Medical Arts Build-in-' ,Montreal.

tear dir,
On behalf of the Department of Physios 

I write to thank you for your very haaiaeae dît 
of a Snook Machine, which, I understand, ha,, been 
milling êoatirmoualy for nearly twenty years in 
the General Hospital and is still in rood working- order .

This apparatus arrives at a fortunate 
time,for we are uodertn lag work in connection with 
cellulose for Dr. Hlhbert, Professor of Industrial 
Chemistry, who, in turn, is working with the Pulp, 
-aper, and Cellulose industries Of the country.

let ne assure you that your gift is 
resisted su t w® . 

use of the apparatus in May.
I am sending a copy of this letter to dir Arthur -Currie, as he will, I think, write you 

on expression of appreciation on behalf of the University.

Tours Tory sincerely,

Director Department of Pfaysîe»



McGILL UNIVERSITY 

MONTREAL%

The Macdonald Physics Building

March
Sixteenth
1926

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal McGill University, 
McGill University.

Sf

Dear Sir Arthur,

e have just received a handsome present 
from the Victor X-Ray Corporation. This" is a 
Snook Machine, running at 110 D.C. and delivering 
oO to 60 milliampères at 140,000 volts. It was 
"Clie first 5t7ooK machine ever brought into Canada 
one of the first ten made by Snook.

It is a very valuable piece of apparatus 
and we aie j.or■ mate > o receive it at a present• 
Moreover it will be very useful for the work 
v.'nich we contemplate during the summer and next 
session ,when Hr. Patterson returns after two 
v.oi— fit che moyal Institution with ,7. Bra g#

years

I enclose a copy of my letter to the Vic
tor X-Ray Corporation. Perhaps you would be wil
ling to send an acknowledgment on the part of the 
university.

Yours very sincerely,

MX



Sarquette Earn ïtrmm
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY

Milwaukee. Wis.

June 8th, 1926

My dear Sir Arthur

Presuming upon my slight acquaintance with you, I 

write for the purpose of ascertaining whether a physicist, 

who is also a Catholic priest, could obtain an instructorship 

at McGill University. The gentleman in question, Dr. John p. 

Donaghue, is at present Professor of Physics at Marquette.

His doctor's degree was conferred at Munich and he hqs taught 

at Maynooth in Ireland. In addition to being a profound scholar 

he is graced with great personal charm.

Dr. Donaghue desires to remove from this country and 

prefers to obtain a position at McGill rather than in a strictly 

Catholic institution. He wants to teach only advanced work. I 

may add as a matter of interest that he does not have to wear 

clerical garb and is not controlled by any ecclesiastical 

authority on this side of the Atlantic.

Any information that you can give me in connection 

with this matter will be sincerely appreciated. I trust that 

you are enjoying your customary good health.

With my best wishes to Lady Currie and yourself,

Respectfully

To General Sir Arthur Currie, 

Principal of McGill University, 

Montreal, Canada.



Principals

>L

Janes Maxwell Murphy, Esn . , 
Marquette Lav Review, 
Marquette University, 
Milwaukee, Mis.

Dear Mr. Murphy:-

I hrve been away from Montreal 
a very great der1 since the arrival of your letter 
of une 8th and thought that it had been ans’ ered.

Our staff for next year in 
hysies is complete, but the fact that Dr. Donaghue 

is a Roman Catholic -oui 
agajLnst his appointment here.

not in any way militate 
This University is absolutely free to do v/hat it pleases in the matter 

of appointments and in the matter of policy, 
have many Roman Catholics on our staff.

Ve

I ahr 11 boar in mind Dr. 
Donaghue’s name if a vacancy should occur.

Most cordially reciprocating
your good wishes, I am.

Yours faithfully.

•Tuly 12th, 1926.

I

__________________________________________________________



"December 14, 1925*

J.J. Loretto, lieq#,

Western Union Volegrano. ^o.f
<"ionofcon, IT.3»

j

Your letter of Uovcuber 30th hr.s boon considered 

tha Dejiî-rtnexit of Physics sad. t..sir opinion is '..'int „hcro light be

definite -basical eKj&rr'.mtion of the ooov ■■.î.o.eih you mens ion,

".Vottld you tiioi*0fore give a <l©sori jtlon as dotai zed as possible of1 any 

particular tost, static any t7oz*ds rMoii you bave been able to gut. You 

do not explain quite clearly vhether the person to t .on you refer hears

the sounds r.nfi thon tries to traaoait them, j.. * lietLor the tJ..remission

is involuntary» Perhaps you W' ld yr.-v.- this point a little uore definite* 

She nor© detailed tho description you can give tho better.

some

Yours faithfully.

Wilfrid Bovey.

______ ___
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1 Form 31 Cy.
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The Western Union Telegraph Company
INCORPORATED

Managers Office

Moncton.N.B.
ïïov 30/25Dear Sir-

I am «n operator at the Western Union here «md have been 
confounder with somewhat of, . . .. . ^ „ Q mystery. \ mon here in this city is
gifted with,whot I suppose would be coiled intuition. He puts his 
finger to on instrument,we use to send messoges on, 
leost strain or humon effort the finger vibrates.’But owing to the 
natural power it is not powerful enough to work the key.ot times 
it misses =nd this mokes it impossible to reed.

We get some words,end those ore just whot we ore loo1 ing for 
He el»ims any information c«n be obtoined if we con get the proper 
onetrument.The telegrophic sound comes very plein in his ears,we hod 
end instrument thnt the Doctors use for testing the Heart and lungs 
but this is not plain enough to tronsform the sound clear enough to 
read.Would oppreciote very much if you could advise me in *nv way 
r*Jr« J could find an instrument similar to that which the Doctors use5 
ut which would detect a very faint sound,so as to enable me to read 

this telegraphic code through the e«r.Thanking you in odvonce

and without the

«
m■

I Yours truly

m
E J lorette 

152 lutes 3t 
Moncton.K.B.
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in tLv /O-itaine of hyuiee and ..etronora:?

January, February, and March, 1926 
Macdonald Physics building

'cdncDday
8.1 to ; .15 p .rn.

on

■Mo o jeet of the course ie to illustra o the advance of 
soientiilo ^..owloAge, with enme empl nais on individual 'rohie vo
uent and personality.

individual lectures 75 cent; . to ne pai at the door.

It.o fee for those ten lecture a ie 5.00. tickets shot Id be 
obtained In advance at the herlsTrer's Office.

Il) The Greeks and :om ns

(2) The Bark and Middle .. yeo
(; ) Copernicus, .".eplcrt CMlilei, 

Bewton.

G *M «Stanley January 20 

January 27ïïé T. .aurh

; »H«< .Cilltion -'ehruairy 3

(4) 0 Ibcrt, Oeretodnpere*
1 olvani, ¥ itc, OBia.

15) M Ivin» Belaholtst Joule

(5) Light (duboe^uent . avances) J» d* deter

(7) Quad n

( ) Seat rt

(9) Electricity

(10) astrophysics

February 10 

February 17 

February 24 

March 3

E* S* Bielor

• o • ;ive

jl.M.loilley

March 10â.Msdhar;

March 17D# A. Kqye 

h. V. Douglas March 24
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February IGth ,1925.

R. HeIdrum Stewart,Esq 
Director, Dominion Observatory, 
Department of the Interior, 
Ottawa,Ont.

* «

2Iy dear Hr. Stewart

Let mo acknowledge with thanks 
the receipt of your letter of February 12th,

£ appreciate greatly your assurance 
that your Department will co-operate in any way 
possible should we decide to establish a course in 
Astronomy here.
with Professors Gillson and King and write you again.

I shall discuss this matter further

Yours faithfully,

:I



__________-

R.m.s./k.h.

department of the Interior
DOMINION OBSERVATORY

R. MELDRUM STEWART
Director February 12, 1925.

Ottawa, Canada,

Sir Arthur Currie,
President, McGill University, 

Montreal, P.Q,.

Dear Sir,

On several occasions recently 
I have been discussing with Professor King the 
possibilities of establishing an astronomical 
course at McGill University, and on the occasion 
of a recent visit to Montreal I had some dis
cussion with Professor Gillson on the same sub
ject. In the course of these conversations it 
was suggested that there might be the possibility 
of arranging for some practical training of stu
dents here." In view this I thought that you 
might be interested in knowing my views on the 
matter.

We have at the present time in 
Canada no astronomical course in any of our Uni
versities where it is possible for students to get 
real practical training in an observatory so that 
after graduation they could take a responsible part 
in observatory work without considerable further 
training.
which I believe is very good and which is being con
stantly improved, and I understand that they are 
also looking forward to the time when they will have 
an observatory of their own. I believe, however, 
that there is plenty room for courses at other Uni
versities, and that at both Toronto and McGill, at 
least, we should have real astronomical courses.

With regard to the training of a 
limited number of students, I have already remarked 
to Professor King and Professor Gillson that I see 
no reason why this could not be arranged satisfactorily. 
Of course for such an arrangement to be permanently 
satisfactory, it would have to be on a mutual basis ; 
that is, the practical work would require to be so 
arranged that the student while getting instruction 
would be able to contribute something to our obser
vatory work, but I do not see any particular diffi
culties in the way of this.

At Toronto they have a theoretical course,

I may say that since my return to 
Ottawa I have talked the matter over with Mr. Cory, 
our Deputy Minister, end that he is favourably disposed.

If
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If you should decide on such a course I should 
be glad to take the matter up with Professor 
King and Professor Gillson at the proper time, 
and to offer any cooperation which I may be 
able to give in any way.

Yours truly.

Dire ctor.
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Memorandum
Honours in Mathematics Physics and Astronomy.

In view of future developments at McGill in connection 
witfc Graduate Research in Physics, Theoretical Physics, and 
Astronomy, the undersigned wishes to emphasize most strongly 
the importance of retaining in the undergraduate honour 
in Mathematics snd Physics at McGill University a standard not 
less high than that which prevailed under Professor Earkness 
from 1903 to 1919.

After the war the large increase in the number of students 
requiring Elementary Mathematics made the A^iintenanne of Ad
vanced and Honour lectures throughout four years a serious 
task for the -.athematics Department in Arts.

Yet in view of the rapidly increasing standards in Honours 
Mathematics and Physics at other Canadian Universities,(a 
policy in regard to which the writer took/part, in some cases 
advising a curriculum following closely our own, in bibhers 
recommending his Graduate Students for appointments in these 
Universities to establish Honours work alo$g these lines to 
prepare students for graduate work at McGill in Physics and 
Theoretical Physics) - the proposed changes in what has hither
to been a joint ènterprise between the Mathematics Department in
Arts and the Physics Department retire very careful and detailed 
consideration.

courses

' :
■
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The writer has experienced that graduates from other 
Universities are tetter equipped mathematically to do graduate 
work in Physics, Theoretical Physics and Electrical Engineering 
than are our own graduates of recent years from either Arts or 
Applied Science. That our own men shouldnot he at a disadvani? 
tage in later life as research engineers or Professors of
Mathematics or Physics depends very greatly on the Honours 
standard in the Third and Fourth Years and especially on the 
pieparfetion for this course from the moment they enter the

W

Arts or Science Faculties in the First Year.
The writer has therefore made careful inquiries, at 

tne International mathematical Congress held in Toronto last
August, at the recent Washington meeting of American Math
ematical Society, (of which he has recently "been invited to 
be a member) and more recently still at Toronto University
ix- conference with the Mathematics and Physics Departments

ns illustrating the high and rapidly improving standard 
ox mathematical work in the University of Toronto the following 
Eirst fear Time-table for Honour Mathematics and Physics 
courses in that University is herewith attached.

there.



Iniversity of Toronto

Mathematics.
Analytical Geometry 2 hrs• (Synge)

(Smith's Conic Sections)
Higher Algebra 2 hrs. (Stevenson)

(Hall and Knight, from exponential theory on)
Spherical Trigonometry 1 hr. (Delury)

(Todhunter and leatham)
Actuarial Science 1 hr. (Mackenzie)

(Interest and Bond Values - Mackenzie)

(ilote - 2 hrs. of analysis, Prof. Delury, for Pure Math
ematics Students only who also take all preceding subjects)

Physics
3 hrs. (lectures)
(Stewart nd Satterly Text-book of Heat) 

Mechanics 1 hr.
(Eggar also Wagstaff - Props, of Matter)

Calculations 1 hr.
(Calculus made Easy)

3 hrs. (General Physics principally Heat)

Heat (Satterly)

(Satterl^

(Satterly)

laboratory

Chemistry
lectures 2 hrs. (Kenrick) 
laboratory 2 hrs. (Kenrick and Delury lab. Manual)

Pass Subjects (Exempted from attendance if successfully passed
in Senior Matriculation)

hrs. 
hrs. 
hrs. 
hrs.

latin
History

(Signed) George Silberstein
Jan. 23, 1925".

FIRST YEAH MATHEMATICS AIID PHYSICS
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The writer in collaboration with the Research Engineers of 
Li-e General electric Go. Schenectady, and consulting with 
American Astronomers, has under consideration 
development of Astonomy and Astronomical Research 
University.

a plan for the
at McGill

In preliminary conversations with Dr. Meldrum
Stewart, Diref vor of the Dominion Observatory, 
sibility of the Ottawa Observatory and its

Ottawa, the pos-
resources being

placed at tne disposal of McGill University for practical as-
co-o eration with the Physics 

Department is now being carefully and favourably 
This is a revival of far-reaching plans for

tronomical work and research in

considered. 
astronomical work 

unfortunately dropped, al- 
thoough McGill still possesses a site of 23 acres on Westmount
at -icGill initiated about 1901 and

Mountain forthis purpose.
a^omaintaining in Honour Undergraduate 

worn a standard in Mathematics and Mathematical Physics apprfcx-
and Graduate

imating to that now in effect in Cambridge Uni versàty, England 
tne writer feels tnat, with the present staff and some addition
al assistance in routine teaching, McGill will in a few years

a -eminent position in ITorth ALmeriaa not only in Physics aod Theoretical Physicsb tut also In Theoretical 
al Astronomy. and Observation-

The wr 
found eiore urges very stro gly thât ways and 

to carry on routine caching effectively 
n. -Q - - financial assistance (Carnegie Research
appall™ toMte i ?yno11hof , the Rockefeller Foundation,
durin- thfnM+M1iherality oi Montreal citizens) to bring about 
aring une ne -t few years, a broad-minded and progressive uolicv 

,, maïCx^S i.iCvill scientifically pre-eminent on this continent 
crough tne aspirations of M. Gill's greatest behefactor, dir 

William Macdonald. ’

means 
byt by
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HîïylÇiüili--- ij:..kL PIC»3fI3--iT YS..i:
University of 'Toronto

Hath e statics «

...ml- fib 1 • go .etry 2 krs.
{Saiti ’ v Sonia -cat5.and)

(Stevenson)
fzoME exponent 1 1 theory on)Hi:her Algebra 2 hrs.

(E ll sod Knight

pherical trigonometry
{todluntor .ni neatnnal

1 hr. (Mackcnssie}
Bynà f&luQB - Ikckencie)Ac tun rial .-oience

( Interest it-

,;rof. MeLury. for In™ Hath- 
■ loo irJze all preceding subjects)(Mote - 2 hr3. of analysis,

.Fondent e only v;koenatioL

'Physics
(oatterly)

also "lagstaff - Props* of Matter)

Heat

(batterl^
Mechanics 1 hr•

(Sgf; ,r
(latterly)Calculations 1 hr.

(Calculus node Saey)

2 hrs- (General rhysicLaboratory

Ohemietry

Lecturea 2 hrs. (Konrick)
IMnunl )Laboratory 2 hrs.

Pass oiihdeots { Exempted from at tend.'nee if eucoess fully ~uc$u-
lr. -eiiior Matriculation )

3 hr a .English
French
Latin
History

4 hrs.

(signed) George ailborstcin
Jan. 22, IV25.
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Ulnlversttp of Toronto
TORONTO, CANADA

DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

Toronto, November 27, 1920.

Dear Sir Arthur,

I am enclosing herewith some notices regarding a

Conference in Physics which we propose holding in Toronto

We feel that this Conference may be of
aas
m in January next. 

special interest to the members of your staff in Physics, and 

I should be very glad if you could see your way clear to 

make the necessary arrangements to allow one or more members

i
IS ■

a
is

I: of your staff to attend the Conference.

I believe it is going to be a great success- 

it is going to help us, and I feel sure it will be helpful to 

physicists generally.

I know ”3
;V

s With kindest regards,
If: I am,

Yours sincerely.

/ ^
,

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,

McGill University,
Montreal.

HMNHH
*



(2) That Assistant Professor H.E. Reilley’s salary be 
1250.00 per annum, such increase to begin on February 1st,1924;

„ That Associate Professor Shaw’s salary be increased
$250.00 per annum, such increase to begin February 1st,1924;

That Assistant Professor D.A. Keys’ salary be increased 
annum, such increase to egin.February 1st,1924;

(3)

(4)
$500p

(6) That the pension of $1,700. per annum now paid to 
Dr. H.P. Barnes be continued and that he receive an honorarium of $500. 
wh.xe he is engaged in work of a varied character which is beneficial to the 
University.

(5) That an additional Demonstrator be engaged to begin 
work February 1st,1924 at an annual salary of $1,300;

(1) That Dr. Dray be permitted to retire on January
31st,1924;

"ith reference to your memorandum re arrangements 
reconmended by you consequent on the resignation of Professor j.aJ Gray, 
I shall reconmend to the Finance Ccmnittee,-

(signed) A.W.Currie

Yours faithfully,

Dear Dr. Eve:

Dr. A. S. Eve, 
Director of Physics, 
McGill University.

November 16th,1923.
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MoGrlLL UNIVERSITY 

MONTREAL

March
Thirteenth, 
1 9 2 4.

The TVTa-Cdontald Physics Building

copy sent Dr. Aicholson March 17/24
Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G. 
Principal,
McGill University.

V*
, K.G.B.,

Dear Sir Arthur,-

At a meeting of the Professors 
Physics Building, it was decided to recomm
end to the Principal that Mr. H.

of the
m

T. Pye
should be termed 11 Instructor in Laboratory I
Technique" and entered as such in the CaLen- 
dar on page158, after ’Demonstrators'.
P^8 18 giving valuable instruction in Physics 
15, page 171.

Mr*
■ AS

The title of Instructor would entitle Mr*
Pye to be entered under "Officers of Instruc
tion” on page 27. IIt would further entitle 
Mr. Pye to join the Faculty Club. :

I may point
out that Mr. Pye has served the University for 
a large number of years, that he is one of the

• .■ Sfg.

A/,;ISallest apparatus makers in the Dominion 
that his personality and character 
would make him, in our judgment, a desirable 
member of the Staff and of the Faculty Club.

and
■are such as
■

n

■Yours very-sir iy. I

MiDirector of Physics. :

Ills*■■Hn y.,./;'m



McGILL UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL

The Macdonald Physics Huidding

February 
Eighteenth 
1 9 2 4.

ToSir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 
Principal,
McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur,-

This morning before nine o'clock a fire 
occurred in one of the basement laboratories of 
the Macdonald Physics Building, 
appear to indicate gross carelessness.

On Friday, February 8th, the men in charge 
of the rink thawed out their connections with the 
water pipes of the Physics Building, lighting a

This caused smoke and sparks inside 
Dr. Shaw, who was in charge, re-

The circumstances

fire outside.
the laboratory, 
ported the matter to the college engineer and to me 
also on my return from Toronto, 
tion was by the telephone, I sent the following 
letter to Mr. Lawrence (copy enclosed)•

As the conversa-

In spite of this, the rink men repeated
and set fire to the wood-their manoeuvre
The results might havework inside the building, 

been serious but for the very prompt action of the 
janitor.

The claim for damages will be forwarded in

*

if;

86|| mI
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In the meantime, it would he a relief 
tc learn that the rink men obtained their water else
where than from the Macdonald Physics Building, 
til which time, I trust that more careful supervision 
will he exercised.

due course.

Un-

A fire in the Macdonald Physics Building 
would he a calamity of great magnitude, as there is 
much which cannot he replaced by money.

Yours very sincerely,

Director of Physics.

Copies sent to -
The Secretary,
McGill University,

and to
'The College Engineer, 
McGill University.

J■HI
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Yoyrs very sineerely, 

(Signed) A. S. EVE,

Director of Ihygioe-

A".v

Physics Building

tnat you were good enough to

the when the rink men

tell him that
Id not occur again,

you for your kind attention
- " . ■

Thank
to this matter.

■S’

Dear Mr. Lawrence,-

i believe that hr. dhavv has already 
you over the telephone about

~nid êparks entering the basement of

.P ebruary 
Twelfth, 
15 2 4.

• D. Lawrence. Esq. , 
Superintending Engineer, 
McGill Tniversity♦
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MoGILL UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL

The: Macdonald Physics Building

January- 
Eleventh 
1 9 2 4.

Dear Colonel Bovey,

With reference to the lecture by Dr. 
Ami, at the Koyal Victoria College, on the 
twenty-second of January, I write to state 
that we can lend a suitable lantern and an 
operator. With reference to a screen, I 
regret to inform you that we have no suitable 
portable screen. This difficulty of a screen 
for lectures is a recurrent one - for example 
in the case of the Extension Lectures given by Dr. Waugh on History.

I recommend that McGill University 
buy a good portable screen, about 12 x 12, 
aluminium faced. We should be happy to 
take charge of this for the University in 
the Physics Building, but we are not prepared 
to pay for it out of our funds. Would you 
please give me authority for the immediate 
purchase of such a screen before January 
twenty-second. I think it is quite obvious 
that McGill University should have such a 
screen available, particularly with the pre
sent increase of lectures in various places both within and without the University.

I

81
sS

1
Yours very uly, -p:

Director of Physics.m

M
■V.if

■
.
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Dr. A. S. 2ve,
Director, Physics Building, 
McGill University.

Dear Dr. Eve $-

' With further reference to myletter of Hovember 16th and your telephone message 
of to-day, I regret to say that owing to an over
sight this matter has not yet been referred to the 
Iinance Committee. At the same time I know l can 
give you the assurance that Dr. Gray will bo permitted 
to retire on January 31st, and so he is at liberty 
to make his plans accordingly.

ms
mm.

ill
I am quite sure the other items mentioned in my memorandum will be endorsed by the x 

i*inance Committee and I authorize you in your con
versations with those concerned to give that 
assurance•m

its?
Yours faithfully,

Principal•

December 18th, 1923.

iiü?

'

-

.
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To «*
air Arthur Currie, U.O.ii.v.t a.O.B., hrinoipal, 
The i>eanf .culty of .rta.
The ->eaat Faculty of edlcine,
The Bean, Faculty of pplied aienoe,
The Kegietrar,
The Secretary.

UildQH.aiDuïÂ

I am sailing for England on June 
A2nd, and I hope to attend the British Aescalation meeting in September, returning short
ly before the session coons. hy address willbe

"e/o hunk of Montreal, 
y aterloo hlaoe,
London, J.’A.l,
England. '
Luring iay absence, the following 

will not as directors of the ihjBios building*
June 22 - July 2 
July 2 - august 2 -
. ugust 2 - unmet til - hr. a. a,
tieptenber

hr. L. A. iteys.
Lrof• H. E. heilley.

- hr. J. a.

/U
Director of .rhyslcs.

-'7~V-E-m

Û
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BFF Windsor Street Station 
Canadian Pacific By. Go.F. L.Wan klyn ,

M. I NST.C.E .
M.E .1 .C .
Cable address,
"wan klynV
A.B.C.CODE.

M ONTR EAL(canada)

F.e.hruary....3r.d.T.19..2.3.?

Genl. Sir A. W. Currie, G.O.M.G., H.C.B., LL.D., 
Principal, McGill University, Montreal, Que.

My dear Sir Arthur

I have today received a communication from 

Professe* A. S. Eve regarding the effect of temperatures on 

sound, which I have duly acknowledged. I am very much ob

liged to you for having obtained this information for me.

With kind regards, believe me, 

Yours sincerely,

V '

HH|Ü



ifrr-Pi

February
Second
1923.

%

■Dear Sir Herbert:** :
Thank you very much 

for the help you have given us re the 
X-Bay Apparatus for our Physios 
Laboratory.

Yours faithfully,

mmf;

m
mSir Herbert Holt,

83 Oraig Street West, 
Montreal *

û
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HERBERT S. HOLT.

MONTREAL.

CABLE ADDRESS, HERBHOLT.

30th January 1923.

LL.DGeneral Sir Arthur W.Currie, G.C.M.G 
Principal, McGill University, 

Montreal.

K.C.B • »• » • »

Dear Sir Arthur,

I am forwarding your letter to Mr.A.E.Dyment, 

President cf the Canadian General Electric Company, telling

him that I hope he will see his way to comply with your 

You can depend that X will do all I can inrequest.

the matter.

Yours sincerely,

r y

i

1
la*. v.



rof es sop King has examined equipment of the above mentioned type at the 
Electrical Company of Schenectady.
Company furnished such equipment to 
utlons at coat price*

works of the General 
that that 
al instit

ue figures given him there are very much less than those quoted by the Canadian General 
electric Company. I believe that the Canadian Company 
has an inclusive contract for Canadian territory, and, 
therefore, if we are forced to purchase this apparatus 
from the Canadian General Electric Company we shall 
have to pay a very much higher price than if it 
possible to purchase the equipment from the General 
Electric Company.

He

were

On such equipment used in University labor
atories there is no duty, although purchased in the United 
btates, so that the difference in cost prices as quoted 
by the two companies must be the profit of the Canadian 
General Electric Company*
latter company might very well adopt the policy of the 
General Electric Company and allow University Research 
Departments to purchase electrical equipment at cost, * 
as much as the results of research often mean increased 
demand for electrical apparatus.

It seems to me that the

in

Through the generosity of Mr. Walter 
utewart we are able to install in our Physics Laboratory 
an X-Ray Diffraction apparatus, which Dr. King, Macdonald 
Processor of physics, requires for the further study of 
the micro-crystalline structure of liquids.

Dear Sir Herbert:-

Sir Herbert S. Holt, 
83 Craig Street West, 
Montreal,

January
Twenty-seventh

1923.
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Sir Herbert Holt - 2 -
iff

Will you please use your Influence with 
your Company to the end that they offer no objection 
to the General Electric Company supplying our Laboratory 
with the machine it wants, and very greatly oblige,

/ Yours faithfully,

PrincIpal•
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university Research Departments to 
equipment at cost, in as much as the

Dear Mr* Ashworth ! -

J« 3• Ashworth, £sq 
General Manager,
Canadian General Electric 
Cor. King & Simcoe Sts., 
Toronto, Ont.

• t

Company,

3anuary
Twenty-ninth

1923 .
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- 2 -J. J» Aahworth. Esq.

results of research often mean Increased demand for 
electrical apparatus*m

m Will you please use your influence with 
your Company to the end that they offer no objection to 
the General Electric Company supplying our Laboratory 
with the machine it wants, and very greatly oblige,

Yours faithfully.

Principal*
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LIMIT ID

Toronto, Ont.
Cor. King U dinooe Sts.

Direotors
A. L, Jymont, President

-tophen Hans, Vioe**- resident 
J. J. Ashworth, General Manager

Goorge '7. Beardmcre 
H. C, Cox 
Col. The Hon.

dir J. S. lonârle, C.V.O. 
P. Gordon Osier

Sir Herbert Holt
Sir «Tames Loughoed, K.C.M.G,
ff. L. Mat thews
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oopy to the Principal

January 
Twenty-fifth 
1923.

I acknowledge with thanks receipt of your

in which you inform me as to what you h veletter of January 23rd,
been doing in regard to the X-Ea

X iter with the Principal

this morning, and he has asked me to obtain t
showing the cost of this apparatus complete i: we can arrange to 

it direotly from the G.H. Company of Schenectady.

The principal said that he would be glad to

write Mr* hyment and Sir Herbert Holt bespeaking their good 
offices in the matter of having a clause inserted in the present 

between the Soheheotady Company and the C.h.H. covering

purchase

a: moment
research apparatus for Universities in Canada.

Yours faithfully,

Grlassco.(signed) A.P.S.

Seoretai’y

l>r. Louis V. King,
Macdonald Professor of Physios, 
Physics Building.



With regard to a radiological out
fit of higher voltage, which Mr. Stewart de
sired me to look into, I may say that a 
200,000-volt plant is now being developed by 
the General Electric Research Laboratory and 
will be available for purchase in the course of a few months. The most important item is 
a 200,000-volt transformer (about $4,000 U.S.).The remainder designed to rectify the alternat
ing current, Is much less costly (about $1,500 
U.S.). In the high tension laboratory of the A p/ Electrical Department there is already installed 
a 300,000-volt transformer. I should suggest 
that the most economical course to pursue is 
to co-operate with this Department in the new 
building, so that the addition of the rectify
ing equipment may be available for the research 
work of the two Departments.

The view which I have always main
tained in regard to the provision of addition
al space needed by Physics and Electrical En
gineering is a new building on the site of the 
Forest Products Laboratory, to include the 
much-needed extension to the Physics Building, 
and to accommodate as well the Department of 
Electrical Engineering, a large new lecture 
theatre being made available for both Depart
ments.
uate School and the extension of physical r e- 
search work, this v/ould relieve the Macdonald

In view of the development of the Grad-

Dear Sir Arthur,-
I have just returned this morning 

from a delightful day at Schenectady and en
close a reply to Mr. Glassco's letter of the 
eighth instant which explains itself.

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,
McGill University.

G•C«M•G • ,

I
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The Macdonald Physics Building
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In conclusion, I may say that Drs.
Coolidge and Hull wish me to say,on behalf of 
the General Electric Company .that they will 
be delighted to meet and entertain any friends 
of the University who may wish to spend a day, 
at any convenient time, studying the practical development of modern scientific research work<?7 Sc/y^tc/w^y;

With kindest regards, I am, I
Sincerely yours,

7f
Macdonald Professor of Physics.

Physics Building of its present congestion,and 
enable it to carry out in more adequate fashion 
the plans of its original benefactor.

To - Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., 
Principal, McGill University, 
January 23rd, 1923.
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McGILL UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL

The Macdonald Physics Building

Dear Sir Arthur,-
You will remember that,at 

the recent meeting of the Macdonald 
Physics Building Committee, we discussed 
the possibility of the purchase of X-ray 
apparatus for Dr. L. V. Xing. The total 

required is $3,500, a sum which is 
too large for us to find from our annual 
appropriations• After careful consider
ation, I forward to you the statement sent 
by Dr. King, and the estimate from the 
Canadian General Electric Company.

sum

During the past two or three 
years, we have not spent our full appro
priations by a sum amounting, I believe, 
to several thousand dollars. The exact 
magnitude is, however, not known to us.

If the University can purchase 
this apparatus for Dr. King I think that 
it would be money well spent, as it would 
enable him to prosecute further a line of 
investigation at which he is having a con
siderable amount of success.

If the Finance Committee is 
unable to find the money for a special grant 
of this kind, do you think it possible that 
some private benefactor might be able to 
donate it to us?

T.7ith Dr. King's general point 
of view that graduate and research work 
should be developed in the University to

Sir Arthur Currie, K.C.M.G., 
Principal's Office,
McGill College.
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-Director of Physics.
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■3TATj2.iFj.LIT Oil EJlIIPMEDT OF LABORATORY
FOR

GRADUATE RE SEARCH.

In view of the establishment at McGill University of 
a Graduate School, the writer submits herewith a statement 
on the needs of graduate and research work in Physios.

Owing to financial stringency during the past fifteen 
years, the equipment for research and graduate teaching of 
the Physics Department requires the purchase of new equip
ment, enabling a number of research students to pursue 
work in modern Physics.

Arrangements have been made for the routine work in 
Electrical Measurements to be taken over in the newly con
structed Department of Electrical Engineering, 
leases the present Electrical Measurements laboratory for 
graduate work in Physics, preparatory to independent re

in the space thus released, it is proposed

This re

search work.
to establish the apparatus and equipment with which research 
work in fundamental fields may be carried out.

A workshop is now in the course of being fitted out and 
will be completely equipped by the end of the present ses
sion.

The field of work on which the writer has been engaged 
until quite recently (fog alarm researches, submarine sig
nals, etc.) is now nearly completed, insofar as laboratory 
work is concerned, 
of preparation and it is hoped that future work on an engin
eering scale will be taken up by the Government Departments 
concerned.

Preparations have thus to be made for a new field of 
research.
a modern source of X-rays, suitable for the study of mole
cular structure in liquids, along which lines the writer 
has been engaged on theoretical work requiring confirmation. 
A quotation on th's equipment has been received from the 
General Electric Company, and is included herewith, 
this apparatus in the Graduate Laboratory it becomes pos
sible to carry out a large number of investigations of a 
fundamental type and to assign to graduate students re
search work on modern topics.

The final reports are in the course

It is proposed to establish in the laboratory

With

It is felt that means should be provided from time to 
time for renewing research equipment to meet the rapid 
progress of Physical Science, and in the coursé of a few 
years to have this laboratory known as one of the best 
equipped in America. In order to pursue this plan success-



In connection with the Graduate School
ther need of extensions to the Library in the matte ofcurrent scientific periodicals, and more especially of back 
numbers of several important sets. peo-Laxiy ox deck

there a fur-

GKADUATS SCHOOL LTBPAPV.

2

fully, and see it realized five 
ary to be able to plan now.

unless this is done and the fact known abroad, the 
ihysics Graduate School of this University will not be in a position to compete for graduate students Ülïh toe cor- 
responding departments in American and other Canadian Uni- 
versxties, where research appropriations and special endow
ments for researcn work make it possible for those labora
tories to attack with sufficiently powerful weapons the problems confronting the physicist of today. P 6

years hence, it is necess-
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McGILL UNIVERSITY

MONTREAL
Thb Macdonald physics building

June
10th1922.

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal’s Office, 
McGill College.

Dear Sir Arthur,-

On Wednesday the fourteenth 
of June, I am going to Guyshorough, Ilova 
Scotia.

During my absence, the succes
sive Acting Directors of the Macdonald 
Physics Building will be

Dr. J. A. Gray
Dr. A. N. Shaw
Professor H. E. Reilley.

Yours very sincerely,

Director of Physics.

IISM
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.
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MCGILL UHIVERSITY.

EB June 2M, 1921.
■

MACDOMALD PHYSICS BUILD IÎJG.

The Principal, 
McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur:-

1 Propose to go for a holiday on the 15th

Oj. June, my address will be Guysborough, H. S. 

ing my absence, the' Acting Directors

Dur-

of the Physics

Building will be, 15th - 30th June, Dr. J.A. Gray, 

July, Dr. A.II. Shaw, August, Professor H.E. Reilley,

Yours very sincerely,

/>" A/>.r^4~tc ' /
/PC<,I

■ c
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_________

üovember 
Tv;e nty-fourth 

1980.

Professor A. S. Eve, 
Physics Bui1 ling.

Bear Dr. Eve:-

I sh; ll gladly attend the meeting 

of the Physic Bull Ling Committee on the 1th of 

December, an I think re had better a roe upoij 

4 p.m. v

Yours faithfully,

Prineipal.
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Fruin the tine of its foundation the partnent of Physics 
at McGill Unlye-sity has attracted the attention of the viole 
scientific world by a series of brilliant researches which have 
been carried out in the Macdonald ^hysice Building by a succession 
of distinguished men of science who have occupied the Professorships 
in this department - researches which have advance*5 our whole
knowledge and conception of the constitution of matter and the laws 
of the Universe.

Jf these men Professor Ernest Rutherford is worthy of a 
foremost place. His investigations in the field of Radioactivity 
were of a character so striking and far reaching that he became 
at once the leader in breaking into this new world of scientific 
knowledge, and at the completion of nine years of continuous work 
at McGill University, nd having refused in success! n the 
appointment of the headship of the Department of Physics in several 
of the foremost universities of the United States, 
be head of the Department of Physics in the University of Manchester 
as a stepping stone to the Professorship of Physics in the University 
of Cambridge winch he now holds and which is recognized as the 
leading professorship in this department of science in the ngllsh 
speaking world. He attracted to McGill a band of y -ungor men whom 
ha as ociated with him in his work, and m; ny of whom have si oe 

achieved marked distincti on a> ong whom may be mentioned Dr.Soddy,
now at the University of Oxford, Professor Eve now head of the 
Be artment of Ph; sics at McGill University, who rendered such 
excellent service during the war in the Invention of met}.ode for

m

he was called to

i 11

-

■



submarine detection, and Professor Louis ' essot King of the sane

Department, Those recent vork on Fog Signalling in the Gulf of
St. Laurence has attracted such xldespread attention, also Professor

Boyle, no* at the University of Alberta, Professor MeClung.nov at

and many others vho flocked to thethe University of anitoba.
Laboratories of McGill University, not only from the United States

and Britain but from Germany and other parts of the Continent of

Surope, to study vith him.

Other men of marked distinction have carried out researches

in this Lenartment at McGill in other lines of vork. 

Calendar in the accurate measurement of high terperature? ,

rofessor

; e- : i .co ' . . .
. preventing its formation. Professor Cox^| Professor Tory,

oOhSNJw* Dr,
^ t

Department of PJiysioa are nov engaged in research vork ofnrlmLu
importance and promise to carry on^ hfc traditions of^ -o illrl%

In the Department of Electrioal Engineering vhich in many 

vays is related to the Department of Physios, the vork of rofessor 

Ovens, Professor Herdt, and Brig.-General MoKaughton is videly 

knovn.

Professor Barnes on the

ïhav, Dr. Grey and other younger men in the McGill;S

From the Chemical Laboratories of the University also there 

has issued a continuous series of contributions to Chemical cienoe 

from the time of Dr. Harrington to the present day vher* under Dr.

R ttan there is a group of able young investigators vho are 

engaged in the study of various recondite problems in this soienoe 

vhich lies at the foundation of modern industry.
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In the Hatural Sciences McGill has also 

place in the vorld of research. Professors Penhallow 

Botany, Professor "illie and Dr. Stafford in Zoology - 

most important contributions to the knowledge of their 

In Geology the work of Sir William Dae son

occupied a foremost

ssi
and Lloyd in

have made
I

respective
sciences. covered many
fields and it> vieil known to all, that of his successor in the 
Logan Chair of Geology,

■
on the ancient crystalline rocks of Ca ada, 

on the problems of roetamorphism, the origin of ore deposits, and more
BBrecently on the elasticity of rooks,(with Dr. Bancroft), 

Seforration and flou under great
and their

pressures, has thrown light upon 
many questions bearing upon the development of the aearth and has

BBreceived widespread recognition. ■
■mIn various branches of Engineering McGill has also made 

important original contributions to the fundam ntal 

the respective sciences.
sit■

h

principles of

Among these may be mentioned the
■ü
mresearches of rofessor IloholBon on the conditions .hich obtain In 

the o, linders of
I

a steam engine when in operation contributed 
largely to a true understanding of this

rofessorilorter ano Durley on Canadian coals and the most 

efficient methods of their utilisation

1
1 prme mover. The work of

,

«*!

vtas a most valuable
investigation carried out for the Dominion Department 

me viork of Dr. Coker, nov } rofessor of Mechanical Engineering in 

University College, London) on action of metals under stress -

of Mines.

Bi■
16

and that of Professors Mackay and Brown and Mr. Batho on the 

deiormation of bridge members under stress, and other problems 

carried out in the Testing Laboratories of McGill University, 

be referred to.

■ ■
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The work of Jr. atanafleld on the lleotrlo Furnace and

to modern needs is we ~1 known.
investigations which, represent actual

research into the unknown and which are.

its adaptation

In addition to these 

advances of science hy
, of world-wide value, the etaff of McOlll Univernity 

have oontrlhuted to the devolopmnt of the " ominion «ft*»** 

their service;-., on irany 

boards, such as the Commission 

identifie & Industrial Research, Civil

therefore

Government Coiw ssions and

of Conservation, the Council for

Service Cot mission, various

ar Boards, &c. &o.
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McGILL UNIVERSITY

MONTREAL.

The Macdonald Physics Building.

February 6, 1920.

Dr. F.D. Adams, 

Dear Dr. Adams,

I did not call a Physics Building
Committee yesterday, as there was nothing to report 

or to decide, since our last meeting.

Mr. E.S.Bieler may stand

He would be an excellent representative, 

.r. A. A. Scott has decided to leave at the
end of April to join as Physicist the Abitibi Paper and

Pulp Co.

‘S_ f or the
1851 Exhibition.

I found that he was determined to go even
if we had offered himm an Assistant Professorship at $2500. 

xt will be hard to replace two such excellent
demonstrators next year.

Yours sincerely,
I
f

I
s

I
teiÊm
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LcG5.ll University. 

Lacvonald -hysics Building.

Lontreal, Nov. 1st. 18lv

Dr.- R. P* Rut tan.-

Dear Siri-
The Registrar asks for the Lacdonald Physics

A draftBuilding Committee Report before 10th .ovenber. 

is enclosed for your consideration.

(1) Do you approve this draft piea ne .

(2) or what correction do you suggest .

(3) Do you want a meeting 5 p.m. 

o consider this report?

Tuesday 5th Nov.

Z
■ Yours sincerely.



X
Report of the Physics Building Committee. 

For 1915-1919.

The attendance at lectures and laboratories at the commencement 
of the session in 1919 was as follows

1208Faculty of Arts
iy /ù o 4

Commerce 75
Faculty of Applied 
Science 1st year 280

1652nd year
Faculty of Medicine 275 v
The physics Building, with a single staircase, and with but one 
door to the theatre, has neither elementary laboratory nor lecture

Hence a definite futureaccommodation for such large numbers, 
policy is essential if teaching is to be rendered efficient.

If there is rigid restriction of numbers in all facuities, 
with admission purely by merit, a great stimulus will be given
to Education both in the Province and Dominion.

Failing such action the following courses may be recommended 

in order of arrangement.
(I1)1 The erection of a nevn Physics Building near the

The existence of the tunnel beneath theRe^dpath Library.
Campus may however render such a site impractiaable.

(2) A new large lecture theatre and elementary laboratory 
to the present Physics Building preferably 

Products temporary buildings.
in close proximity 
near the present Forest

South end(3Î A large theatre and laboratory at the
This would present grave diffi—of the old Medical Building.

as the buildings would be so far away as to lead toculties
duplication of apparatus and increase of staff.
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2.X V(4) The present lecture Theatre in the Physics 

Building should he entirely reseated for increased numbers,

top floor rearranged for an enlarged elementary laboratory

%

and the
This would be a temporary expedient.

be noted that the present difficulties involvingIt may
duplication and even triplication of lectures, began to be

when -the Faculty of Medicine sent their students ofaccentuated
Their urgent

In the meantime the Governors 

the immediate requirements by a lacerai

to the Physics Building.the first year 
requirements are not now met. 

endeavoured to meet
increase of equipment, apparatus and supplies.

Sir Ernest Rutherford, whose
■ grant for an

The illustrious physicist
McGill University will have lasting fame,

Cavtrdish ChaiA-Of Physics at the University of

» i

has beenresearches at

appointed to the 

Cambridge.
Dr. Howard T. Barnes, F.R.S., former Director of Physics,

Hisretired list owing to ill health.
, and his researches in Heat, have been a notable

has been placed on the

work on Ice

contribution to Science.

Dr. A. S. Eve,

connection with various war 

Director of Physics.

Dr. L.V. King was this year 

Mathematics and Physics at 

Canada at Ottawa, 
the Royal Society of London a valuable monograph on his

researches on fog-signals
Dr. A.J.Gray has returned to his duties as associate

Professor of Physics after four years absence in France and

inC.B.E.,F.R.S, absent for four years
activities has been appointed

President of the Section of

the meeting of the Royal Society of 

to the Transactions ofHe has contributed

‘S
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His work in connection with Sound Ranging has received 

highest praise from the most competent authorities.

Dzv. *4..II.Shaw has had his appointment as Associate
At a time of stress he was temporarily

England.

Professor confirmed.

transferred from ..acdonald College.

Mr. J.H.Henderson, research fellow from Delhoresie, 

demonstrator in Physics has proceeded to Cambridge University

with an 1851 Exhibition.

Mr. L.E.Bieler has returned after serving in France and 

also carrying out Scientific work for the Admiralty.

Miss L. .Smith formerly of McGill University has returned 

as demonstrator after a year's experience at the University of 

Alberta.
Improvementshabeen made in thà lighting and ventilation 

of the building by the Bursar and Mr. Lawrence.

The Scientific Library and apparatus of Dr. H.J.Barnes, 

together with the model of the ice breaker "Tarmo" have been 

purchased from the Physics Building appropriations, 

library has been reorganised and will prove a valuable stimulus 

to sound teaching and research work.

The number of demonstratP«*rHB is not yet sufficient to cope 

with the work, but m&eymen are not at present available.

The purchasing of such apparatus is necessary to render 

Physics Department efficient must be a gradual process spread 

over several years, as prices are at present excessively high, 

and manufacture is still far from normal.

The

the
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V
% 4.«0Grants from the . onorae-s Advisory Council for 
Scientific industrial Research have been and are a great 
assistance and stimulus.

e
Unfortunatly there are not men at present available for 

bursaries, studentships and fellowships, 
years to secure the normal supply of honour and graduate students 

Meanwhile ;the progress of physics^ both theoretical and 
applied, has continued throughout the world on a phenomenal 
scale, md future advancements are likely to have a profound 
influence on a country with such great natural resources as 
Canada.

It will take four

m

>s
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McGILL UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL

Thb Macdonald Physics Building

17 December 1926

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal of McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur,

Will you please accept,my apol
ogies for failing to attend the' Univer
sities Conference” yesterday afternoon, a 
subject in which I am greatly interested.

I became involved in an interesting 
problem after lunch at home and the engage
ment entirely slipped my memory, for which, 
of course

V.

if■
$B

1
there is no excuse.)

Yours very sincerely,

■■■-
i'v
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Becenber 3t7th, 1926.

Sear Professor Eve:-

^’ith reference to your note
about yesterday’s meeting1, 
what I told you to-day. 
again In the early part

you will not forget 
The Committee is meeting 

of January in order that 

for discussion 
Universities which

v;e may recommend certain subjects 
at the Conference of Canadian 
this year is likely to meet in London during the
first days of June.

Yours faithfully.

Principal.

'

:

|?:g| n>. >



Yours very sincerely,

U

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal McGill University, 
Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur,
I am leaving Montreal for a holiday 

from Monday June 21 to about July 20.
My telegraphic address is Sve, Magpie,

Q,ue.
During my absence Professor Reilley 

and Dr. Shaw will in turn act as Directors 
of the Physics Building and carry on all 
necessary business.

MoGILL UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL

Tub Macuonalh Physics Building

18 June 1926

I

I
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The Mae clonal d Physics Building 
McGill University

Montreal 
May 5th, 1926.

The Principal, Sir Arthur Currie,
Dean Ira Maekay, Faculty of Arts,
Dean C. F. Martin, Faculty of Medicine.

ggE":

Gentlemen,

In the proof-sheets of the Calendar for 
the Session 1926-27 there is a useful summary 
entitled -

”Pre-professional Courses”

In the First Year there is Physics ,and in the Second 
Year Physics is made an option with Philosophy or 
Psychology. ’

The Department of Physics wishes to place 
on record the fact that students who take the First 
Year Physics in Arts only will not be sufficiently 
prepared in Physics to proceed to the Faculty of 
Medicine. The First Year course is given to a large 
number of students in the Faculty of"Arts and is of 
a very general nature to explain as far as possible 
the elementary principles of Mechanics, Heat, Light, 
Sound and Electricity. It is scarcely possible for 
any student to obtain an adequate grasp of so many sub
jects in a single year. It is necessary to bear in 
mind also that in the subject called "Physics” in the 
High Schools of this province covers Mechanics and Heat 
only.
no Physics at all. It is therefore recommended that,in 
the course for the Second Year,Physics shall not be an 
optional subject but that students shall be required to 
take the course called 'Physics 1M with "Physics l‘ as a 
prerequisite in order that they may go forward wl th an 
adequate equipment for their Medical career.

It may be noted that in the case of Chemistry 
two years are now given to the subject, the first year 
being Organic and the second year Inorganic Chemistry.

Moreover many students come to us who have done
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3W.': P. 2.A. S. Eve, May 5th, 1926M m
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•f

■S:

It is further to be noted that First Year Physics is 
only a two hour subject in the lecture theatre and a two hour 
subject in the laboratory and this would be regarded as wholly 
insufficient by such bodies as The Rockefeller and Carnegie 
Institutes.

s

»
ykk It is very desirable that the Faculty of Medicine should 

clearly make up their mind whether they do or do not want 
Physics 1M. If they do not we will cancel the course, but it 
would be contrary to the professional judgment of myself and 
my colleagues in this Department,

33

Yours very sincerely,

3

B

s?

ii
i
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Hay 7th, 1926.

Dr. A. g. Eve, 
Physics Building, 
MoCr hi University.

ITy dear Dr. Eve : -

- have your letter of the 
: th of Hay, making a protest on the part of 
the Department of Physics with reference 
announcement in the Calendar 
courses.

to the 
re pre-professional

I think you a re mite right 
in putting your department on record or.à it may 
"be that we are making a mistake, hut I have con
sulted the Department of J'edicine on more than 
one occasion with reference to this matter, 
as sure

VIThey
me that the arrangements as set forth in 

the Calendar f’or next year are cuite satisfactory 
to them and that they rant nothing more. We shal1 
aa.. e to see how the present plan works out.

Yours faithfully.

Principal.

■■Hhh
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Hay 19th, 1926.

Vn
Dr. A. S. Eve, 
Physics Building.

My dear Dr. Eve :-

I was delighted to see in this 
morning’s Gazette what you hr-ve confirmed "by your 
letter of the 18th that Dr. Foster an International 
Research Fellowship. I have already written him a 
brief note of congratulation. Certainly the 
sugges tions offered in your letter will be observed, 
namely, that he has permission to remain away until 
the beginning of the University work next January 
'nd his salary will be pnid as usual.

fjcicJl I am also glad to see that
Ur. HjtitedQjr/has been promoted.

Yours faithfully,

«-



McGILL UNIVERSITY

MONTREAL
Tub Macdonald Physics Building

May
Eighteenth
1926

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal McGill University, 
Montreal

'M

Dear Sir Arthur,

a.1 Board. This will enable him to proceed to Copen- '
°t With Prof?ssor Mels Bohr and others on 

he ooar Effect. He will go there at the beginning of 
August, taking m the British Association at Oxford^ 
on his way.

The amount of the Fellowship is $500 with all
tS:efii?saS^-of ïhîï he shou14

ÎÜif ?robîems, !n spectroscopy. I therefore ask your 
permission for him to remain until the end of the year
în'V.'-ï1*'1 be.a great Pleasure to his colleagues here

^-P his work, in such a way that the instruction 
^CvT-H will not suffer. It may be necessary for him 

a ^smonstrator for the months of October, November 
a id December to cover some of the work which he will not 
be able to do,so that $240 of his $500 might be absorbed 
in tnat way. In the meantime, however, his family will be 
în ^.-iontre 1 and I trust that you will permit his full 
salary to continue as usual.

I am very delighted at this honour which has been 
conferred upon him.

which will

You will also be interested to hear that one of our 
young demonstrators, Mr. Hachey, has an appointment as 
Professor of Physics at the University of New Brunswick-

/3 j Yours very sincerely

mm
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M9 GILL UNIVERSITY
.

MONTREAL

. FACULTY OF MEDICINE 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN

May
Eleventh,
1 9 2 6.

'
Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.Q. 
Principal - McGill University, 
Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur,

I am sending herewith a copy of a 

letter received from Professor Eve, and also copy of my

reply, for your information.

Very sincerely yours,

O/'fylii'CXriAXCi -

DEAN.

m

mm
1 i
TV

•j

mm
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COPY.

The Macdonald Physics Bundfofr.

May 8th, 1926.

Dr. C. F. Martin,
Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, 
McGill University.

Dear Dr. Martin,

I enclose a copy of a letter received from 
Sir Arthur Currie in reply to my letter of which I sent 
a copy a few days ago. you

We, of course, accept the decision of the umpire 
without reserve, but my question is not yet answered as to 
whether you wish us to wipe out Physics 1M or not. We do not 
wish to waste time over an unnecessary course, though certainly 
we deem it advisable that all students should take it. 
be left, if you desire, an optional course'. In any case*, I 
should be glad if you would give me an opportunity at the next 
meeting of the Faculty of Medicine to make all the members of the 
/acuity aware of the situation, because, in my judgment, we are 
embarking on a course of instruction in Medicine which is absolutely 
unsound in its scientific foundations, and this should not be 
dono without the whole of the Faculty being fully aware of the 
situation.

It can

Yo.urs very sincerely,

(Signed) A. S. EVE.



Copy for the Principal,, mm
'

May 10th, 1926.

Professor A. S. Eve, 
Department of Physics, 
McGill University,
Mo ntreal.

Dear Professor Eve:»
• Many thanks for your good letter of May 8th, enclosing one 

dated the 7th, from Sir Arthur Currie.

The point which we wish to make in the Medical Faculty is 
We do not for a moment presume to dictate to thesimply this:»

£38 :: T. ITAXZ:*££ It
been decreed that the premedical requirement a cover a period o* not

Where this minimum is adopted, we do not feel

We can only

has
less than two years.
justified in allotting more than one year of this time to Physics - 
else other subjects will be neglected. On the other hand, if a three 
year premedical course is taken, as now occurs in the double courses 
leading to the degree of M.D., we quite concur that two years of thysics 
would he an advantage.

Under existing conditions, I cannot see why Physics 1-M 
would not afford all that is desired for the medical students if i- were 
given, as was the case a few years ago. At that time students were 
admitted without a previous knowledge of Physics and were given a com- . 
prehensive coure© in one year.

nothing is further from our wishes than that you should wipe 
out Physics 1-tt. On the contrary, we would like to express the hope th* 
that course might be so modified as to permit students of the first 
year taking it.

Should you find it quite impossible to modify Physics 1-M in 
accordance with the above suggestion, I still feel that the Faculty would 
be obliged to remain content with Physics 1 covering one year’s work, as 
we cannot overload the two year premedical curriculum with the subject of 
Physics. I may say that the minylxlvant age in such a step would be 
that students of McGill who have taken the premedical course would come

■■



I can only express the hope of pract 
Faculty that you may still see your way to 
meet the needs of our Medical Faculty.

all the members of the 
ring the course 1*M to

H

1» conclusion, I need not add that we will, of course weimm» 
etatenent you care to prooent at the neat ÏUoaltÿ meetïüg 1

•®ry sincerely yours,

DEAN.

l ,

Im

E
Professor A. S. ffva . o.

Bay 10th. 1926.

to the Medical School perhaps less adequately prepared in Physics than 
those from the mâjority of other Oniww.it ^/where a mn£!£jEïïi,m 
course in Physics is given in one single year to preaedical students.*

not v!!!hJ+8wenCe t0 yT !ear that the Rockefeller Foundation might 
not view with favour our insistence that Physics in the nremedical
be confined to one year, I aay sa, that neither the hookemie^rtL
Carnegie toundations make any stipulation as to the amount of time ^-eauired

Sa
"ZuZ.'TLVZ: ,™=B: Md " “*• ‘-.fora, fear a“” 1„.

P
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MoGILL UNIVERSITY

MONTREAL

The Macdonald Physics Building

March
Fifteenth
1926

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal McGill University, 
Montreal.

Bear Sir Arthur,
This is rather an interesting side

light on the effect of our American Physical 
Society meeting - a cordial letter to Profes
sor Reiliey from Mr. Carter of the Bell 
Telephone laboratories, new York, who was 
discussing with him many interesting pro
blems , practical and theoretical, on the. 
measurement of sound, on the sound-proofing 
of buildings and on the absorption of sound 
by different materials.

Yours very sincerely,

iiS&sr.
il
M



COPY

195 Broadway, Hew York, 
March 12, 1926

Professor H. E. Heiliey, 
Macdonald Physics Building, 
McGill University,
Montreal, Canada.

Dear Professor Reilley;

. . J- h^ve reported the Montreal meeting of the
■rimericctn -hysical society as the most thoroughly enioyahle 
one in every way that I have yet attended. "The atmosphere 
ox the meeting seemed to promote easy and pleasant social 
contacts, vmch I d re say are more important in a meeting 
than specific scientific information gained. Such an at- 
rnospnere cor Id only he the result of careful plans on the 
part of the Department of Physics of McGill University. I 
am writing to ask you to accept my gratitude and appreciation.

t ”i8h, „oo, to express my pleasure in having made 
your acquaintance. I hope it can he fostered at further 
.,*eetiii...s ana tnat you will call on me when in Hew York for 
v t1^ -'--is : anec. i can give. In particular, it would he a 
pleasure to introduce you to anyone at the Bell Telephone 
.j£ or tones in whose work you have an interest.

I am
Yours very snoerely,

(signed) CHARLES V/. CIBTBB, JR.

Mini

mA -m-: '

.

i

■m



My dear Dr. Eve:-
'ith reference to your letter of 

yesterday re Mr. Falter Stewart’s recent gifts to 
the Physics Department, I am attaching herewith 
copies of letters which were sent to him in acknow
ledgment .

The gifts were reported at 
meetings of the Finance Committee and also at 
meetings of the Boerd of Governors. I should not 
he surprised if some mention had been made in the 
press at the time. Certainly, so far as Mr. 
Stewart is concerned, every necessary acknowledg
ment was made to him.

I sincerely hope you will make 
some effort t.o trace the source of your information 
and inform the parties that there is no ground for 
any possible complaint.

Yours faithfully.

Dr. A. S, Eve,
Director of 1 hyslcs Building, 
McGill University.

/

March 11th* 1926,

.’.-•■.’I
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McGILL UNIVERSITY

MONTREAL

The Macdonald Physics Building

March 
Hi nth 
192Ô

Sir Arthur Ourrie,
Principal MeSill university, 
Montreal -

Dear Sir Arthur,

You will recall that Mr. Halter M. Stewart 
made two gifts of money to the Macdonald Physics 
Building for expenditure on apparatus; one of these 
went to the General Fund and the other was 
marked for Dr. King's expenditure on special appar
atus. VJe were enabled, owing to this kindness, to 
obtain apparatus of a valuable character, which is 
constantly in use and very beneficial.

These gifts were duly acknowledged in the 
Annual Report under the Department of Physics, but 
1^ learned recently, in rather a roundabout way, that 
these gifts had not been reported to the Governors 
and possibly were not acknowledged in any other 
fashion than that above indicated. 
whether Mr. Stewart really wishes such acknowledgment 
to be made or not, but it would be very unfortunate 
if there was any lack of appreciation of his gener
osity and I therefore venture to bring this point 
to your notice for consideration please.

ear-

I am not sure

Yours very sincerely,



H
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c
Bell Telephone Laboratories

INCORPORATED

463 WEST STREET

N EW YORK
March 1, 1926

‘Y ':!

IN reply refer to

KKD-324-EP
REPLYING TO

PROFESSOR a. S. EVE 
Lie Grill University 
Montreal, P.w,. 
CanadaI

ii Dear Professor Eve:
As a member of the Physical Society and the Optical 

Society, I want to express my appreciation of the generous and 
delightful reception which your University accorded to us. I 
am sure that everyone who came to the Montreal meeting will 

always remember it as an unique event.
If you think that it would please the Chancellor 

and Governors of the University I should be glad to write 

them a letter or to have this one transmitted to them.
I enjoyed the privilege of the several conversa

tions I had with you and hope to meet you again soon in 
Washington or Oxford.

'

5**

Very sincerely yours,

6, V:V



P: M:

éJ. B. HARKIN,
NATIONAL PARKS

Commissioner
MIGRATORY BIRDS CONVENTION ACT

HISTORIC SITES

TOWN PLANNING

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Canada

CANADIAN NATIONAL PARKS

OTTAWA
PERSONAL. November 25, 1925.In your reply refer to file.

Lear Colonel Bovey,

Lome time ago when
you were in Ottawa you kindly offered to 
consider having Br. A. S. Eve give the 
opening lecture of the Museum series this 
winter. I passed on the informition to 
the Acting Director of the Museum at the 
time, but it now appears that an unavoid
able delay in arranging the lecture 
gramme will prevent the acceptance of 
very kind offer. The Acting Director of 
the Museum has asked me to convey this in
formation to you and express his appreci
ation of the courtesy that you have ex
tended. I am sure that McGill13 generous 
offer in this connection will be kept in 
mind and possibly made use of at a future 
date.

pro-
your

Yours very truly,

Colonel Bovey,
Ass11 to the Principal, 

McGill University, 
Montreal, P. Q,

?
Hoyes Lloyd, 
Supervisor,

Wild Life Protection,
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I --vas at Ottsw: ou Giturdny nt an Air esoarch- Corr.üttce

Y:} offer of the liaison betveen
fleeting.
order to talk over possibilities.
25bGill University and .the Ott v Observatory is a raauine ohe v Ac night 
prove of advantage. to both parties in t.fe. futhro.

. .7/ouia it not be vise to form a s all Committee at 25cGill 
to consider this matter at En early lato? I hope th ,t you w|4l not tl .nlc 
..iO ;o.L v too far if I su : ssted possible -.es for the Jo . littee,
,/oursolf, representatives of the Go amers, hr. ~rcGillson,
Dr. Uhrray, ♦of. Telly 1 . yself.

I will not trouble you vAth any of the details vhich 
si ay be ^.l-.-ced before tho Gorr. rittee.i I

Yours ver;. .oincorely,

81

Diroctor, "Dop'.rt?ient of Hi;\y\icz*\ -i
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^ * •'•'-Su >r'1 sav- letter written by Dr. rain nia
oce^Tar, t° you concerning n possible liaison between McGill 
uaiversit,. and the Ottawa Observatory. IMs offer i~ r.-»
'■ nificent one and oyons up possibilities which we could 

mr nno y °hl07? Under an fxponditure of s o.thing like

■

'•^rïofo-L0irHir0n0n5y :t a no;erate cost’ for 173 hare at McGill 
Gillson a .. : mo may justly be tornfed an eminent 

«otronomer, more particularly in that, branch 
v/..uC-. is weak 0.1 t Is conti :ent.

^ t- possible schema would be to i troluce,
ofU?hnop T 7’ a t: r0e mr3' course in the Znrd Year and fro courses 

1:1. r-1G t>urt Year. 3 indent s'would receive t...eir ' ' 
practical instruction durin the

course
i

of dynamical astronomy

for onour

sun 1er in Ottawa.

■ ■

n . . Lj ' lis "3re ione *jl® °nly additional expense would be the
.ppoima.jn, of , iqther lecturer, in Mathematic à so as to free-Professor 

•°" '■■1- - - 1 ; 0 to teach Astronomy. It is possible ho ,1 nt
t: Sj°? assistance from Hiss Don las, - ,0 would then iasorve

~ remuneration. ™-us 113 total expenditure nay be esti iated at the cost 
L" ■' "00Uu v-'t*hOO or v5,000 a year. Hie.result achieved for

1 ~'V1 0 be large and is well worthy of consideration.

lours ver; sincerely,

I
I

«

y

■I

v

Director of the Department of . hysies.

> }

j

I

' ■

February IS, 19 5.
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1Sir Arthur Currie,

- me.. al, McGill .Ivor ;itye
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September 28th, 1925»

•. .

Dr. A. S. Ere,
Director, Physics Building, 
ticCrill University.

Dear Dr. Eve

Many thanks for your note
of the 24th.

I shall try to get the 
committee together in the very near future.

Ydurs faithfully.I

Principal.

■■■■■I

l
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September 28th, 1926

Dr. R. F. Buttan,Director, Department of Chemistry, 
McGill University.

Dear Dr. Ruttan:-
^111 you be good enough to 

attend a committee meeting in the Principal’s 
Office on Thursday, October 1st, at 4.u0 p.m.

The meeting will consider 
in reference to future arrangements inmatters 

the Department of Physics.

Tours faithfully.

Principal’s Secretary.

Dr. Eve,
Dr. H. M. Mackay, 
Dr. I.A.Mackay, 
Dr. 0. Maas,
Prof. Gillson 
Dr. D.A.Keys.



McGILL UNIVERSITY%.

MONTREAL

The Macdonald I’iiysics Bdit.ding

September 
Twenty- fourth 
1925

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal MeCi11 University, 
Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur,

I have written to Laski for the address 
w1 ioh 7/0u desired and I have also written to my 
old friend Sir William Bragg for his advice.

,

Enclosed is a list of names placed "before 
for consideration as suitable for a Selection■.

7/o u 
Committee.

HISi Yours very sincerel7/,IF:
SÉ'V: (

IS

1$:
is

B
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Sir Arthur Currie, Principal

x< • Rut tan, Bean of the GraduateDr. R. Faculty
S. Eve, Director Department of PhysicsDr. A.

Dr; 0. Maass, Physical Chemistry 
Professor A. He S* Willson, representing Mathematical 

Physics
D. A. Mays, representing Physics.Dr.
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October 8th, 1925,

!

1
Dr. A. S. Eve, 
Department of Physics, 
McGill University,

Dear Dr. Eve
Thank you very much for sending me 

Dr, Frost* s observations re the work of Miss 
Douglas. I am very glad to soe this further 
testimony of her worth.I

I wish we could make a beginning in 
the matter touched u on in your closing sentence.

You s faithfully.

Principal•

/



McGILL UNIVERSITY"
MONTREAL

The Macdonald Physics Building

October
Sixth
1925

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal McGill University Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur,
I send an appreciation by Dr. Brost, 

Jirector of the Yerkes Observatory, of Miss 
Douglas,who, as you know, is on the Staff of 
the Macdonald Physics Building. Miss Doug
las worked during the entire summer at the 
Yerkes Observatory and had a most enjoyable and 
useful experience there. I feel sure that you 
would lixe to place this letter on your files.

I cannot help cherishing a hope that yew £v-e_ 
ma! our next Calendar to announcecourses in Astronomy and Mgtrophysics by Profes
sor Gillson and by Miss Douglas* Dor why should 
we hide such bright lights beneath a bushel ?

Yours very sincerely,

1u
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MoGIIjL UNI VERSEL'Y 
MOXTKBAG

Tub Macîtokal» Phvsios Uuiluino

Januarj^
Twenty-seventh 

19 2 5

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal of McGill "fniversity, 
float real. ...

Dear Sir i rthur,
After consultation with Sir Ernest Rutherford, 

Dr. R. W. Wood and ;rofessor J. C. McLennan, we have 
decided on oarchasing apparatus mainly from Hilger, 
London, amounting to' about -MO,000, and we are satisfied 
that this money would he wisely spent. nilger’s have 
made a special concession of 5 percent discount on the 
first v5000 and 10 percent on the second §5000. This 
is to he regarded as confidential hy their own request, 
but the terms are liberal and somewhat unexpected. III

I write to request that the balance of the sum 
be placed permanently on your annual estin^ates so that 
it can be spent from time to time on optical apparatus 
as it may be required for research work• Also that 
it may receive such interest as the University may re
gard as equitable, possibl; 5 percent.

In this way we shall be able to recapture our 
previous position, and with care and industry we may 
even, as Rutherford suggests, find that the fire 
blessing in disguise, if wo get modern apparatus to 
replace the old.

■ I

was a

This letter is being forwarded both to the 
Principal and to the Secretary. m

Yours very sincerely,
M

Director Department of Physics.

i1

fa
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Ülc^ill Hmbersitp jÿ
Macdonald Physics Building.

Memorandum June 18th, 1925. 
A. o. Eve.to.dir Arthur Currie, From

hear Sir Arthur,

I am going off for a holiday for four or -five weeks 
and my address either for letters 
be Magpie, Cue. or for telegrams will

During my absence first Professor Reilley and later 
bter have kindly consented to act as Director of

A telegram would reach 
but one post a week. me in about a day but there is

EC
/ mUiYours sincer J,

||
S & mym:.m : - ^ : I

■

Q 
OPH *HUt
J



McG ILL UNIV KK SIT V 
MOXTKKAL

Tub Macdonald Physics Uvildino

May
Seventh
1925

.hr Arthur Currie ,
Principal . cCill University, 
Montreal.

Bear Sir Arthur,
You will he interested to see the following 

high testimonial received from the very eminent 
physicist ft ark on the work of our recently ap
pointed ,r• J. 3. Poster.

"Much respected Colleague - Many lhanks 
for your letter of March 20th, and your

lour new results appear to mereprints.
as the best and most beautiful on the 
subject of the stark-effect. 
therefore publish in my article, (in Hand
book arranged by W. Wien) which probably 
will appear as a separate book, not my own 
spectograms , but yours W - - • "

We are very fortunate to have secured the as
sistance of a man who is at the same time eminent 
in research, a good teacher, and a pleasant colleague.

I must

fours very sincerely,

Director Department of .hysics•

HHHBH

.

'AW

.



Yours very sincerely,

Dear >-ir Arthur,

ïou will remember that some correspondence 
passed between r. Deldrum Stewart and McGill univ
ersity .
elude some lectures on Astronomy next session or 

if it is not thought advisable to start a 
department of Astronomy, nevertheless some addi
tional lectures might be begun by Professor Gillson 
and by Miss Douglas, in which case a statement to 
that effect should appear in the calendar.

The real difficulty is that this would involve 
some relief from the Department of Mathematics 
in order to free rofessor Gillson for this work, 
so that, as 1 pointed out in a previous letter, 
additional expense would be involved.

Would you please let me know your wishes in 
this matter ?

e ought to decide shortly whether to in-

no t.

Dir Arthur Currie,
Principal cuill University, 
Montreal.

McGIIJL, UNJ V ERSITY 
MONTREAL,

Thk Macdonald Physics Building

;
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S; Met i I UL UNI VTERSIT V 
MOXÏKKALWr

The Macdonald Vhysics Bdildino

Pet) in ary
Twenty-third.
1925

;

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal McGill University, 
Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur,
I was at Ottawa on Saturday at an Air Research

I invited Dr. Stewart of the Ob-Committee Meeting\ 
servatory to lunch with me in order to talk over pos
sibilities • The offer of the liaison between McGill 
Unive sity and the Ottawa Observatory is a genuine 
one which might prove of advantage to both parties in 
the future.

;

Would it not be wise to form a small Committee 
at McGill to consider this matter at an early date?
I hope that you will not think me going too far if I 
suggested possible names for the Committee, yourself, 

a representative^ of the Governors, Dr. King, Professor 
Gillson, Dr. Murray, Professor Kelly, and myself.

I will not trouble you with any of the details 
which may be placed before the Committee ■

I

ji

sYours very sincerely,
£

Director Department of Physics

• ' . ■ ' O' ■
m. . LMS®
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MoGILL UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL

March
Thirteenth, 

1 9 2 4.
The Macdonald Physics Building

V-
To
Sir Arthur Currie , G.C.ivl.G., K.C.B., 
Principal,
McGill University.;

Bear Sir Arthxir, -

In consideration of the long and valuable 

service which Mr. H. T. Pye has rendered as the 

maker of apparatus in the Physics Building, I wish 

to place on record my opinion that in due course he 

should he considered as worthy to receive a pension 

from the University in the event of sickness or old 

age making it impossible for him to continue his

I trust that such an event may bework and duties.

far distant.

This raises a larger question - whether the Gover

nors of the University should not consider a contri

butory scheme for old age pensions, sickness insurance 

and accident insurance for members who join the 

University, who are not entitled to contribute to the 

Carnegie Pension Fund. C-

Yours very sincerely, 18
:|

V •
I Director of Physics.II■
8

■■
K Copy sent to the Secretary.§
Vm
1
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May 6th, 1922.

Dr. A. Eve, 
Physios Building.

Derr Dr. Evei-
Deference your letter of May 3rd.
The notice in the Gazette was an 

incorrect report of the personnel constituting 
the Physics Building Committee. Dr. Darkness is 
still a member of that iommittee.

«8■
8 V; v

YourS faithfully,Ii

Principal.
ill
«

W ' . •
-:-h P ^
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January
Sixteenth

1923.
-

X m:-
y

Dr. A. S. Eve, 
Physics Building,

Dear Dr. Eve

I beg to acknowledge receipt letter of January 15th re the appointment of Mr. 
Bieler.

of your
E . S *

I am forwarding your letter to the 
Finance Committee with my recommendation.

Jours faithfully.

Principal•

M'■ ■ mmmm
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terest Inp qno-'t ion as be the sound audible fron a tr<-ak torpedo in very opld we at ne r.

eu in repay,should -e glad to tali; oyer t. e matter with you, if ./ou could arrange to come to the hyaioa gilding.

Yours very sincerely,

.

•anhlyn, i»s bidgor street 
1 enact inn ?ae .1 f le
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Finally , f "enture to reoor.ünonr' that the transportation 
companies o:: vanada wcuJLd oo :ell advised to spend a nod- 
or11 o sum o. v.oney in carefully planned oxr or its enta in 
order to ascertain the distance at vhioh fer signale can 
oe Heard both in ;ho sum .or and in the einter. îl e Can
adian northern 'a 11 way beyond icdel Oity night bo a suitable 

convenient pc hit. e should be rlaâ to eo-ccerate in 
such nn Undertaking, if it ie thought do irablo.
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Sir,

In view of the success that has met the efforts of other 

Universities in the field of Radio Broadcasting,the Executive of 

the Radio Association of McGill University propose a similar 

activity on the nart of students & Professors connected with this 

Institution.
:

hey feel tnat,as in other similar cases,the closer 

connection so established between the citizen & his local University 
can only have beneficent results for both.

The Glee Club, Mandolin Club, Students Orchestra, Students 

Ranee Orchestra,etc., would,as has been shown at the Allen Theatre 

recently,be very acceptable.

Academically.there would arise a great appreciation of 
Pcoular & semi-pooular lectures.m

Such addresses,of a scientific
nature or otherwise, would reach thousands in Montreal alone. A
crystal set ootainable by almost anyone may be depended on for 

local reception.
U,.;RS

S
Ir. Cartier of La 5resse Radio Station has offered to cooperate 

with the Radio Assocn.

station,by the installation of

Lm ii ft

in arranging McGill Radio nights. This
m
i Inew French apparatus,has been made 

one of the most powerful in Canada,and has broadcasted as far as
a11■1Alaska and Florida. a

Accordingly the Executive respectfully submit a tentative
wJL

urogram^, which although incomplete due to the lateness of the session, 

has been drawn up for Saturday, March 24th.L

J /9 . ^
President. I

fm EE
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July 13th, 1323.

II

.

.Dr. A. S. Eve,C/o* "'he Bank of Montreal, 
9 Waterloo Place,
London, England. fc Ï-Ï

Dear Dr. Eve:-

It was agreed at the Conference of Canadian Universities that a Committee of Six be 
appointed to confer with the Dominion and Provincial 
Governments- and with the Royal Society in regard to 
tho publication of the results of Scholarships and 
Research.

||:. i

* would like very much if you could 
1.J.TLC. it possible to servo on this Committee as the 
representative of McGill.ii§l ■ith all good wishes for a pleasantIS vacation, I am,

Yours faithfully.

■I



•

r.r;- • July 13th, 1923.
/

Dean G. H. Ling,
University of Saskatchewan, 
Saskatoon, Sask.

/

Dear Dean Ling:-

■ith reference to your letter of 
June.3vth, I have asked Dr. Bve, Director of our 
Phyi 2 c s Le partaient, if he will • serve as the re
presentative ci ’.IcGill University on the Conmittee 
appointod to confer with the Dominion and Provincial 
Governments and with the Royal Society in regard to 
the publication of the results of Scholarships and 
Hesearch.

f

Yours faithfully,
S

s:

:

IS
_____ m I



McGILL UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Bran1» COtBrri
FRANK D. ADAMS., PH.D., D.Sc., F.R S.—DEAN. July 9th.1923.Montreal

General Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., LL.D., 
Principal,

McGill University,
Montreal, P.Q.

Dear General Currie,
I received the letter under date June 30th. which was

sent to you "by Dean Ling of the University of Saskatchewan, and

for advice as to what should he done inwhich you forwarded to me 

connection with Dean Ling’s request.

In the letter Dean Ling states that a Committee of six 

was to he appointed to confer with the Dominion and Provincial 

Governments and with the Royal Society in regard to the publication

of "Scholarships and Research", and asking that 

you would furnish him with the name of some person selected hy you
of the results

to act on the Committee.
In reply to your request,! should recommend that either 

Dr. Ruttan or Dr. Eve he appointed on this Committee, as they 

directly interested in publications of this character 

than almost any other member of the staff.

I remain,

are more

Yours very sincerely,



After President Tory submitted 
to the Conference of Canadian Universities the 
resolution passed hy the Royal Society of Canada 
it wag agreed that a Committee of six he appoint 
to confer with the Dominion and Provincial 
Governments and with the Royal Society, in regard 
to the publication of the results of Scholarships 
and Research* It was agreed that one of these 
six members should be named by you on behalf of 
McGill University.

V\)>'

Tours truly,

(

ry- Treasurer.Score

\

4/?/l3

Dear Principal Currie

Will you kindly furnish me with 
the name of the person selected by you.

Principal, Sir A. W. Currie, 
McGill University,
Montreal.

UmDeraity nf §>aakatitymatt

#aakatO0«, SBaakatrlmnatt

June 30, 1923,

IH
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1 McGill university S■E MONTREAL
S'
I

the Macdonald Physics Building December 29th, 1921.

Sir Arthur Currie, K.C.M.g., 
Principal,
McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur;-
G>;

A second attack of Influenza has prevented me 
from going to Toronto to represent McGill University. I 
am now well again, but my Medical Advisor ordered me not 

to go.
Dr. King has returned and is in good health and 

I recommended him to keep quiet and not to go to 
Doctors Gray and Shaw of my Department are attend

ing all the meetings at Toronto, and reading papers there.
I am very sorry not to have been present there myself.

spirits.
it;

Toronto.

I

Yours very sincerely,

WÊÊÊtÊÊÊKÊÊÊKBB



Br. A.P. iïve, 
Physios Building*

Bear Dr. Hve: -

... * sorry to learn that you havebeen laid up with the influenza, hut glad to 
mo,, hat you are able to "be around again.

„ -ith reference to the visit of
iroxessor hitehead of Cambridge, I shall he 
very glad if you .ill proceed at once to make 
any arrangements you can for a visit from him to McGill.

. Yours faithfully.

!

Principal.

\

I
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Deoemher
Thirty-first1921.
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McGILL UNIVERSITY

MONTREAL

December 28th, 1921.Thb Macdonald Physics Building

:The Principal, 
McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur;-

Professor Basil Williams informs me that Professor
Whitehead of Cambridge University will he in the United 
States next April. 
est living authorities on Relativity and allied subjects. Prof. 
Basil Williams tells me that he is an excellent lecturer.
I suggest that it might be a good plan to invite Whitehead 
to give four or five lectures at McGill University, one of 
them before a large general audience of Professors,Students 
and others in the Royal Victoria College,and the others of 
a more technical nature t4 those who wish to attend in the 
Physics Building.

Professor Whitéhéad is one of the great-

l

ft

S
1

T should be glad to make the arrangements through 
Basil Williams if the proposal meets with your approval.
I imagine that he would want his expenses and possible $100.

I
I

H
ill n■

R
; '

à
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In fact I recommend an appropriation not exceeding 
$250.00 for this
more.

purpose. A somewhat analogous case is that 
of Professor Cohen who gave an admirable course of lectures
in the Chemistry Department.

Yours sincerely.

I/'

s

mm- ,..
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E3frd,
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ir Joseph ic: o . . 
Trinit;.* 3oliege,
V'. /bridge, bn -1 nd.

•x few days ago I received a

Inetltute, ?hil&deipfcio• He wrote in hi-i; 
spirits over the 'prospect of your visit and

v. 4s eptn as I hears that you
vmre ce»Li: aorosa çhe Afl ntic, l harried

1 interviewed nhc ohemiste, partioularly

dite loue that you should if possi 9 le reserve 
suoh tir.:e. aa.yon are able to pay a visit to

to the physiolste and ehemivt-a, doetors : nd

mny $,Q sure of a royal welcome, and I gather- 
oo. from Sir Arthur that there would be no iif- 
ion.1.tv is oc 'ha expenses involved• e .have 

o newly founded geientlfio society called the

You

rose arc n; an -meriomi 
îonene overflowed -to Oimada, of which our

>or lety also, of vvhldh 1 tv., vioo- ' re ident, 
involve itself , 1 ly v + .■>

i
This

invitation.

T order to save serresvondence,
; honuiné: a copy Qf this letter to dir -rthrr

l r • yhr. r • msorely,

C2i&
of 3*
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October
Fourth
1922.9

\

Dr. A. 2 • 15ve, 
Physics Building.

Dear Dr. Sve:-
I beg to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter of September 14th re B.A..M.D.
I have written to the respective 

Deans asking that the letter be considered at the 
next meeting of the Faculties.

course.

Yours faithfully.

Principal.

■

«8*1*1$
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February 21st,1925.

Dr. A. S. Ere, 
Physios Building, 
Me Gill University.

Dear Dr. Eve

Ï have your letter of the 
18th of February with reference to the setting 
up of courses in Astronomy.

I shall give this matter 
consideration and consult with you and others 
of my colleagues concerning it.

. Yours faithfully.

Principal.

.

■

ISSB':
... -'

:
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Metil I/I, UNIVERSITY 
MONTREAL,

The Macdosalii I’iivsios JJitiljji .no

Eebruar;’'
Eighteenth
19P5

Sir Arthur Currie , 
Principal, 
l.IcGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur,

Yesterday I saw a letter written by Dr. Meldrum 
Stewart to you concerning a possible liaison between 
McGill University and the Ottawa Observatory, 
oiicr is of course a magnificent one and ouens up pos
sibilities which we could not possibly achieve under 
expenditure of something like -100,000 a year, which 
would be required if we had an Observatory of 
Indeed it makes possible the establishment of a Department 
of Astronomy at a moderate cost, for we have ; t McGill 
in Professor Gillson a man who may justly be termed an 
eminent astronomer, more particularly in that branch of 
dynamical astronomy which is weak on this continent.

A possible scheme would be to introduce, for Honour 
Students only, a three hours 
ana two courses of three hours in the Fourth Year.
Students would receive their practical instruction during 
the summer at Ottawa.

This

an

our own.

course in the Third Year

If this were done the only additional expense would 
ce the appointment of another lecturer in Mathematics so 
as to tree Professor Gillson for half his time to teach 
Astronomy. It is possible he might require some assistance 
from Hiss Douglas, who would then deserve a remuneration. 
Thus the total expenditure raa^ be estimated at the cost 
of a lecturer, about Ç2,500 or $3,000 a year, 
achieved for so moderate a sum would be large and is well 
worthy of consideration.

The result

Yours very sincerely,

Director Department of Physics

PI,



Medical 
l'entai 

' Arts 
Commerce 
Applied 3c.1 
Applied Sc.2

528 595Total 720

m

m

Copies sent to
Jean of the Faculty of Arts
lean of the Faculty of Applied Science. 7

■1freeter Department of Physics.

These figure^ refer only to students taking ,
their lectures in the large lecture-theatre andAin 
the Elementary Laboratory where the pressure is now 
being again felt. The handling of the very large 
Arts class in the laboratory is really our principal 
difficulty to-day.
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aYours very sincerely,

Dear bir,
In spite of Physics now being a voluntary sub

ject for the greater part of the Arts students, we are, 
owing to recent changes, approaching a state of congestion 
resembling that of 1921-22, the most crowded year of all. 
The figures are as follows ;

1924-251922-251921-22

December
Eighteenth

1924

The Principal, 
McGill University, 
Montreal.
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:December 16th, 1924.

Dr. A. S. Eve, 
Department of Physics, 
McGill University.

\

Dear Dr. Eve
Thank you for your letter of 

the 15th with the intimation as to how the l.oss 
has been adjusted.

I am quite sure your Committee 
has protected the interests of the University 
amply but fairly.

Tours faithfully,

Principal.

»
I

*
____________



McG I r Ji U XIVEKSITY 
MONTREAL

Thk aMa<juonal,i> Physics Huildiis-o

December 
Fifteenth 
19 2 4

oir Arthur Currie,
Prin.ip.: 1 McGill University, 
Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur,

Dr. Shaw, Dr. Keys and I met the Adjusters 
this afternoon and found that one of them had been 
to Rochester and interviewed Messrs . Bausch & Lornb, 
who upheld our general point of view that the 
optical apparatus injured by fire was practically 
valueless’, but that nevertheless what might be termed the 
junk should be worth $1,500. This appeared to us to be 
an over-estimate.

On the other hand there were two or three 
items, notably Dos. 17, 19, 21, which could with justice be 
reduced slightly.

After conversation I admitted $1,000, and they
The figureswanted •1,500 and we settled at $1,250. 

therefore arrived at are these :

Our original claim - $19,94-4. 
Deduct 1,250.

18,694.Figure agreed upon

77e are all satisfied that this figure very 
closely represents what is absolutely and f irly due 
to the University on the part of the Insurance Company 
and we are entirely satisfied with the justice of this 
settlement.

I wish to add that throughout the discussion 
the / d justers met us in a verj7- fair and pleasant manner.

Me retain all damaged goods.

Yours very sincerely,

^■«Oxcl J)- l/tqS..
Wv

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
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MACDONALD PHYSICS BUILDING.

MEMORANDUM. November 7th, 1924.

OH THE RELATIVE EXPENDITURE OP THE TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 
_______TOWARDS RESEARCH AND T 0WARD3 IUSTRUCTI OH.

The expenditure on research is not less than 10 
percent nor more than 20 percent of the to ta"1 appropriations 
to the Department of Physics. On the average it is estimated 
that 15 percent of the expenditure goes towards research work.

It must be noted that the teaching of a large number 
o_f students occupies the main efforts of the Physics Staff ,and 
that, for the most part, it is the surplus energy of the instruc
tors which is directed towards research.
research done fluctuates with the health and strength of the 
Staff. Thus,in the session 1923-24, owing to sickness and 
othe causes , I should estimate that 10 to 12 percent only 
was directed towards research.
uation has greatly improved and perhaps 18 to 20 percent would be a fair estimate.

Hence the amount of

In the current session the sit-

fhese figures have been arrived at by independent 
suggestions and subsequent discussions with all the senior members of my Staff.

Director Department of Physics.
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Meti11X I NI VEKSITV 
MONTEKAL

TlIK MACUOXALIJ L’UISICS ltLTILlJl.'.'ti

October
Fourteenth

1924

Sir Arthur Currie,
-rincip-.l of UcGill University, 

Uontreal.

ear air Arthur,

Owing to my broken leg 1 have 
opportunity of talki

i
Building all goes well. V/ith regard to the 
University I note that the Arts Building is 
now so over-crowded that students can scarcely 
pass from lecture to lecture.

I should like some time to suggest , 
or recommend, scheme by which the present

Into three new fac
ulties, (1) the jacuity of rts, including 
Languages, History, Uhiloso hy, etc., (2) the 
Faculty o' science, including all the pure 
sciences, and (3) the racuity of Commerce. You 
are well aware that the present Faculty of 
Applied jcience is a School of engineering in 
the nif in.

Yours very sincerely,

L

111m
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at St. Catherin©'.- Polit ïn*1901 " ? Weriments conducteduired L ? - ooâ that
and hcmogeneong oondltlor- •*# * ■> - "° 00CiPûratively calm-r MefSv uuîlv ret in
low-lying- distinctly sooaru ed~ ank- °®a in the forci of
these cirouns't °? ,a;e vcry di . it. Insuit of five years observât?rt & GA y"R ' as a re- 
observer ore immersed in the bot|‘.£°6“Sirnal and
onee nay bo expected; If the §’ iittle Interferes rror in clear atnonnhero 0/vice vnriJ° ln £°f* and the <>•- 
may be expected, gtill pore ™ 1# '?uVor «a’ freat interference bank with the observer In îh#, Blrno:? 13 ln on‘ <"<*-

' rsnoat «»••»« vorr strong âîd-Iof!Stl,y.5a,fc °f fof 1,111 0ft9“

testa,

been ^diePt^retLaily^^’dEHBLL^ t£? PSS3afe of 30und has 
containing iq5 particlAA Lji • wh0 fmmd that a fog
ae small as 0,002 mm* weald . ; : CQJtirnetro Having diameterspropagation of waves o ’ ■> " s-n interfere appreciably with the r u|e of frequencies. 1 ^plitud® «he ordinary

opportunftyPoccurrod°of Qarrv^n?-*-? navlgato during a fog, 
these conditions atth•• r + J ''ar'•! 1 t an acoustic survey und

v It has been repeat!nl>£e of Father Point test
keeper Qra 380rted to the writer by lighthouse-! moderate distance (vif 1n tnn°Snd*ff the 6inphone no heard at a 
stifled. On the 'nii’v'ôL««?r>£°îî> seems to bo very appreciably 
sien was confirme ^b^tb« Sïîï tint fog occurred this conclu-
Phonometer could be no* tL fî**1 a8.Pr'dged by ear. Before the 
for li-rtp/i . , Co 06 nn to test the point objective!-, the grafione orè^o >tp?°« °oc*?ion of carrying out further investi- 
in tho to8o ô? ^r4 fïf wDeomently. It Is set toncolble.
m.,rkSl ISSm \Î“V '<* rlru vise tPa
condnntiïiür 1 ^ through its affect on the viscosity thermalhafal^Iiv^ and T!olflc hGat of the atmosphere. ’From £2^
»«vob e? fînur SnhDCLth°tafJoot.?f «ko propap-vtlon of'* 
t-Q • — tude, it is easily soon hov; a change in
fog*b„ T°Pertioe °£ air occasioned by the pros once of if, 1 * ti e oauae increased energy loooos assoc ated
te^e S 2T“* of of larr. amplitude. ™.e
b1 r 08 'nay 101 be ^consistent with bettor audl-ilstance, resulting from pre ion di 
conditions o- innroved atmospheric honog h 
lnr n foggy weather.
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not: on the effect of fog.
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Demonstrator
Dull
Dull

Crowe, M.
Home, M.S
Priestman, 33.
Douglas Y.A.

Dull
Half ( 4 )

(Ph. Ed. ) 
(Pharmacy)

Cara, N.
Adney, D.G. 
Gliddon 0. G.
Turner, A.L, Part

Prof.
Prof.
Prof.
Assoc.Prof. 
Assist. Prof. 10

7
none

38
n it 2

6+books 
7 + hooks 

♦papers 
7 + hooks 
+ papers

1I

!\
)

4

4 + hooks
5 + hooks 
4 + hooks

+ papers
6 + hooks 

+ papers

1

I

Eye, A. 3. 
Barnes, H.T. 
King, L.V. 
uiiaw, A.l. 
Reilley, H.B. 
Keys, D.A.
Bieler, E.S. 
Doster, J.S.

(1) Details of Research Work attached.
(2) Colioquia. - All attend and take some share in

(a) Journal Club Monday 5-6
(b) Colloquium Thursday 5-6
(c) Physical Society and usually 

Chemical Society Driday 5-6.

________ Lab. Colloquium Research
Hours per week Periods. etc.

LecturesRankSame
Work

MACDONALD PHYSICS BUILDING.
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St* Lawrence River ice investigation.
Part One - Heat Exchange of the river in relation to 
various ice formation.
Part Two - Ice breaking and ice navigation on the 
river investigating the means of extending the period of 
navigation*
Physical constants of Ice.
Specific Heats and simple liquids and their relation 
to each other*
Study of Snow Crystals in polarized light with 
reproduction in natural colors.
Iceberg investigation physical properties method of 
detection and means &r destroying.

1. Writing up further report on "Estuary Tidal Analysis” Supervising F. G. Adney in work on "Thermo Ëïectric"Effects." 
Supervising Miss Crowe in work on ’’Conductivity of 
Concentrated Solutions."
Developing an Absorption Hygrometer with assistance of 
J. A. Taylor.
Continuing work on Standard Cells (advisory to Prof. Reilley) 

Projected - To test a new type of Z-ray bolometer*
Dr. D. A. Keys -

2.
3.
4.
5.

Conduction of electricity in gases.
Applications of Pieze electricity with cathode ray 
oscillograph.

Dr* L. V. King
Use of Z-ray diffraction apparatus for study of 
crystalline structure of solidified gases and liquids 
at low temperatures.
Design, construction and testing of large expansion 
chamber for study of a-ray trajectories in various gases 
and vapours.
Completion of final report on improvements of lighthouse 
designs — summing up results of fog alarm researches 
dating from 1913.
Investigations in theoretical physics on the structure 
of molecules in relation to optical phenomena (Scattering 
of light, optical activity, etc.,)

1.
2.
3.
4.

Dr* A* U* Shaw -

Dr* H. T* Barnes -

MACDOUDLAD PHT3IC5 BUILD HG RESEARCH WORE PROGRESS
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Apparatus is being assembled for a continuation of an
Sef 1Efthe e?feot of ^=tric fioiia on s“otral 
t. ®Se A larSe six-prism spectrograph is under constructive t™?ITntS+haVe been mada an electrical out- 
iih™* ÏS1? direct current at ten thousand volts. It
will he eadv to! complete apparatus for this research 
It te, L f°r use not later than January 1st,
vvhnt J^ i!ve? înat At will he possible to extend some-
re Siats ofAhe Stark Bffect and to give theresults an orderly and useful interpretation.

Douglas -

1925.

V •A.Miss

Electrical conductivity of Aqueous 
deliquescent salts. solutions of highly

Mr. M. Home -

An investigation of the dielective 
substances at low temperatures. constant of certain

Mr » E « G. Adney -

Investigation of thermo-electric effects 
conductors. in homogeneous

Mr* B. Priestman -
Analysis of absorption (and or) fluorescent emission 

the energy distribution8 mo^sY the^atter^®*3^^ the

Miss M. Crowe -

tb«1LhSPS44»that an investigation may be carried out in 
snLt™ ?n/s°V mat?°d of utilizing objective prism 
bv ftïïin» determinmg stellar radial velocities either 
method* g a SUltable iight filter or by some other

1. n/estigauion of the law of force in the neighbourhood 
Oj. the nucleus of heavy atoms by a study of the 
scattering of swift a-particles through large angles.

Dr. J. S. Poster

Dr. E. S. Bieler -

1. Conductivity of animal membranes. Strength of tendronsrn: reiati *• ^ iw.2.
Temperature of Standard Cells.
inepties? 0pties» Quantum Theory, and laboratory tork3.

Prof. H. E. Seillev -
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